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Abstract 
 

In this report the present-day design and testing methods of wind turbine components are presented 
with a particular focus on the wind turbine gearbox, pitch system and yaw system. The report lists the 
common drive train concepts and describes the actual component design procedure starting from 
aeroelastic turbine simulations to limit states analysis and verification. Specific attention is given to the 
present-day method of load transfer from the global aeroelastic simulations to the component design 
loads and the pitfalls in the current design procedure. Furthermore, the report presents the state-of-
the-art measurement approach and how the measurements are used to support the design process 
and certification of a wind turbine and its components. Special attention is given to the procedures that 
derive life time loads from measurement loads. 

As another main focus of this report, different load validation procedures are discussed. Since 
measurement data are used for the validation of design loads, different approaches are currently used 
to compare the measurement quantities and the design values. The design and certification of wind 
turbines is based on a number of guidelines and standards. These are summarised and evaluated in 
this report. Also, the practice of wind turbine type certification and project certification is taken into 
account. 

The conclusions of this report will establish why the PROTEST project is necessary, and proposals for 
improved design as well as for the measurement and certification approaches are derived from the 
conclusions of this report. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 PROTEST project 
High reliability of wind turbines and their components is one of the pre-requisites for an economic 
exploitation of wind farms. For offshore wind farms under harsh conditions, the demand for reliable 
turbines is even more relevant since the costs for repair and replacement are very high. Unfortunately, 
present day wind turbines still show failure rates between 2 to 5 failures per year that need visits from 
technicians (derived from i.e. [4], [12], [15]). Although electrical components and control systems fail 
more often, the costs related to repair of failed mechanical systems (drive train, pitch and yaw systems 
and bearings) are dominating the O&M costs and downtime. Appendix A gives a detailed overview 
regarding the component failures and O&M costs. 

In-depth studies, e.g. [59] and discussions with turbine manufacturers, component suppliers, and 
certification bodies [13] revealed that one of the major causes of failures of mechanical systems is 
insufficient knowledge of the loads acting on these components. This lack is a result of the 
shortcomings in load simulation models and in load measurement procedures on the level of the 
components. Due to the rapid increase of wind turbines in size and power as a response to the market 
demands, suppliers of components are forced to (1) come up with new designs very often and (2) 
produce them in large numbers immediately. The time needed to check whether the components are 
not loaded beyond the load limits used in the design and to improve the design procedures is often not 
available or transparent to the component supplier. This leads to the unwanted situation that a large 
number of new turbines are equipped with components that have not really exceeded the prototype 
phase.  

It was also concluded from a.o. [59] and expert discussions [13] that at present, the procedures for 
designing rotor blades and towers of wind turbines are much more specific than the procedures for 
designing other mechanical components such as drive trains, pitch and yaw systems, or main 
bearings. The design procedures for blades and towers are clearly documented in various standards 
and technical specifications. The reason for having extensive design standards for blades and towers 
is that these components are critical for safety: failures may lead to unsafe situations and designing 
safe turbines did have (and should have) the highest priority in the early days of wind energy. Parallel 
to the development of design standards, the wind energy community has developed advanced design 
tools and measurement procedures to determine the global turbine loads acting on the rotor and the 
tower. At present however, it is no longer acceptable to focus on safety only and neglect the economic 
losses. Lacking of clear procedures for designing mechanical components and specifying the loads on 
these components should no longer be the reason for early failures. 

In 2007, ECN (NL) together with Suzlon Energy GmbH (DE), DEWI (DE), Germanischer Lloyd (DE), 
Hansen Transmissions International (BE), University of Stuttgart (DE), and CRES (GR) decided to 
define the PROTEST project (PROcedures for TESTing and measuring wind energy systems) within 
the FP7 framework of the EU. The PROTEST project in fact is a pre-normative project that should 
result in uniform procedures to better specify and verify the local component loads acting on 
mechanical systems in wind turbines. The local component loads should be specified at the interfaces 
of the components. The relationship between global turbine loads acting on the rotor and tower and 
local component loads action on the interface of components is explained in Figure 1.1. 
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Figure 1.1: Schematic presentation of transforming "global turbine loads" to “local 
components loads” at nine interfaces, (gearbox, pitch system and yaw system) 

The term “loads” should be considered broadly in this respect. It comprises not only forces and 
moments, but also all other phenomena that may lead to degradation of the components such as 
accelerations, displacements, frequency of occurrence, time at level, or temperatures. Within the 
PROTEST project the components drive train, pitch system and yaw system have been selected for 
detailed investigation. 

The uniform procedures to better specify and verify the local component loads should include:  
(1)  A method to unambiguously specify the loads at the interfaces where the component 

can be "isolated" from the entire wind turbine structure, and  
(2)  A recommended practice to assess the actual occurring loads by means of prototype 

measurements. 
 

The following questions will be answered:  
• How should the loads at the interfaces be derived from the global turbine loads?  
• Which design load cases should be considered and measured and are relevant for the 

different components?  
• Which signals should be measured during prototype testing (including sample frequency, 

accuracy, duration)?  
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• How should the loads at the interfaces be reported and communicated between turbine 
manufacturer and component supplier? 

• How can design loads be compared with measured loads? 
• Are the current practices of evaluating the experimental data in relation to their use for model 

tuning accurate? 
• Do the assumptions in the model input yield to uncertainties which are higher than the ones 

achieved during the load measurements?     
• What are the criteria to assess whether the measured loads are more benign than the 

calculated loads?  
• Are the current practices of assessing the measured loads and the data post processing 

results adequate?  

To develop the procedures and to carry out the work within the PROTEST project, both analytical work 
and experimental work are foreseen. The analytical work is needed to determine the relevant load 
cases and to develop procedures to derive local component loads from global turbine loads during the 
design. The experimental work is needed to develop and verify new procedures for prototype 
measurements. In total nine work packages are foreseen. 
1. State of the art report: An inventory will be made of the present day practice on turbine and 

component design and testing, including ongoing standardisation work and identification of areas 
for improvement. 

2. Load cases and design drivers: For the selected components, it will be determined which load 
cases and design driving factors (external, operational or design inherent) should be considered 

3. Loads at interfaces: For the selected components, it will be specified how the loads at the design 
points should be documented with the aim of being a meaningful improvement over the current 
state-of-the-art (reporting format, time series incl. synchronisation and minimum frequencies, 
statistics, spectra, time-at-level, etc.) 

4. Prototype measurements definition: For each component, a recommended measurement 
campaign will be defined taking into account the following aspects: load cases, signals (torques, 
bending moments, forces, motions, accelerations, and decelerations), sensors, measurement 
frequencies, processing, uncertainties and inherent scatter, reporting. 

Experimental verification is planned for the three components involved in the project. This work is 
defined in the Work Packages 5, 6, and 7. 
5. Drive train: Suzlon S82 turbine in India with gearbox of Hansen Transmissions. 
6. Pitch system: Nordex N80 turbine owned and operated by ECN at flat terrain. 
7. Yaw system and complex terrain effects: NM 750 turbine in Greece in complex terrain.  

In these three case studies, the initial procedures developed in task 1 through 4 will be applied. The 
initial design loads at the interfaces will be determined with state-of-the-art design methods and the 
measurement campaign will be executed to verify these design loads.  
8. Evaluation and reporting: Based on the results of the design study and the measurement results, 

the procedures of task 2, 3, and 4 will be evaluated and if necessary improved. 
9. Management, Dissemination and Exploitation 

As mentioned previously, The PROTEST project in fact is a pre-normative project that should result in 
uniform procedures to better specify and verify the local component loads acting on mechanical 
systems in wind turbines. Ultimately, the procedures generated in this project should be brought at the 
same level as the state-of-the-art procedures for designing rotor blades and towers. If appropriate, the 
results of this project will be submitted to the (international) standardisation committees. 

The project runs from March 2008 until mid 2010. 

1.2 Scope of the Report 
This state of the art report is the result of work package 1 of the PROTEST project. First of all, the 
report describes the state of the art of component design (Chapter 2), the state of the art to execute 
measurement campaigns of prototypes (Chapter 3), and the approaches that are being used to 
compare the measured loads with the design loads (Chapter 4). Attention is given to the relevance of 
the different load cases for the different component designs, the role of standards for design and 
prototype measurements, and the use of simulation tools to determine global and local loads. 
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Furthermore, in these chapters attention is paid to the use of measured data to validate the design 
models and to load cases that occur seldom. Such load cases may lead to extreme loads but can 
hardly be measured.  

In the first four chapters, the focus is on design and development of components and feeding back 
measured data to improve the design. The next stage in the development of a wind turbine is the 
certification. In Chapter 5, the use of design and measured loads during the certification process is 
discussed. Ultimately, the strength of the components should be sufficient to withstand the occurring 
loads. The chapter pays attention to the assessment of load sets that are constructed from design 
loads in combination with measured loads. 

This state of the art report concludes with proposals to improve the current practices for determining 
and measuring loads at the interfaces (Chapter 6 and 7). In fact, these proposals can be regarded as 
a further refinement of the initial work plan of the PROTEST project. 

In Appendix A, the relevance of reducing the failure rates of components will be demonstrated. An 
overview is given of the failure of mechanical components together with their consequences, both in 
terms of downtime and costs.  
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2. State-of-the-art design approach 

2.1 Recent developments in wind turbine technology 

2.1.1 Increase in size and power 
The wind energy industry has been rapidly growing for years, both in the amount of installed capacity 
(see Figure 2.1 through Figure 2.4), and in the size of turbines (see Figure 2.4). In early 2008 the 
Global Wind Energy Council released statistics showing that over 20,000 MW of wind power was 
installed in 2007, led by the US, China and Spain, bringing world-wide installed capacity to 94,112 
MW. This is an increase of 31% compared with the 2006 market, and represents an overall increase in 
global installed capacity of about 27%. Over the last decade the wind capacity grew with average 
growth rates well above 20%. In 2007 wind capacity grew more in Europe than any other power-
generating technology [47] reaching a level of 56,535 MW. Total wind power capacity installed by the 
end of 2007 will avoid about 90 million tonnes of CO2 annually and produce 119 Terawatt hours in an 
average wind year, equal to 3.7% of EU power demand. In 2000, less than 0.9% of EU electricity 
demand was met by wind power.  

 
Figure 2.1: Global cumulative installed capacity 1996 – 2007 [20] 

 
Figure 2.2: Global annual installed capacity 1996 – 2007 [20] 
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Figure 2.3: Annual installed capacity by region 2003 – 2007 [20] 
 

 
Figure 2.4: Development of the size of wind turbines [54] 

In 2007, several turbines are being operated which have a rated capacity of 5 MW or more and a rotor 
diameter above 110 m. Fast up-scaling requires innovative designs and manufacturing procedures. A 
strong demand for up-scaling comes from the market to erect wind turbines offshore. Larger turbines 
require fewer foundations, less handling, and less crane costs during installation and operation per 
MW.  

By 2007, the industry had developed 25 offshore projects, many of them large-scale and fully 
commercial, with a total capacity of around 1100 MW in five countries. In terms of electricity 
production, at the end of 2006, offshore wind farms represented 1.8% of the total installed wind power 
capacity, but generated 3.3% of electricity from wind energy. An overview of the developments in the 
different countries is given in Table 2-1 [5]. 
 

 
Table 2-1: Overview of the installed offshore wind power capacity (end of 2007) 

Installed Accu. Installed Accu.
MW MW MW MW

Country 2006 2006 2007 2007
Denmark 0 397.9 0 397.9
Ireland 0 25 0 25
The Netherlands 108 126.8 0 126.8
Sweden 0 23.3 110 133.3
UK 90 304 90 394
Total capacity - World 198 877 200 1077
Source: BTM Consult ApS - March 2008
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In 2007 more than 90% of the new capacity has been supplied by less than 10 large manufactures, 
shown in Figure 2.5. 

 
Figure 2.5: Top-10 suppliers in 2007 

As mentioned earlier, innovative designs and concepts are needed to develop reliable and large 
turbines for on- and offshore applications. An overview of the present technology for mainly the 
mechanical components in wind turbines and relevant for this PROTEST project will be discussed in 
the following sections. Pros and cons of the different concepts will be mentioned. However it is not the 
intention of the authors to assess or rank the concepts. The actual benefits of the various concepts 
strongly depend on the detailed design and engineering, and the quality of manufacturing and 
maintenance. 

2.1.2 Drive train concepts 
Roughly, five drive train concepts can be distinguished.  
Figure 2.6 gives an overview about these concepts, which are presented below. 
 
 

 
Figure 2.6: Overview of common drive train concepts 
 
 
 

Drive Train Concepts 

with  
Gear 

Modular 
drivetrain with 

two main 
bearings 
Vestas  

V39 - V66 

Integrated 
drivetrain 
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2 Rotor 
bearings 
Enercon 

1 Rotor bearing
Lagerwey 

Modular 
drivetrain with 3-
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suspension 

GE 900, 1.5, 3.x 
Neg-Micon 
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Gearless 

Top-10 Suppliers in 2007
% of the total market 19,791 MW

GE WIND (US)
 16.6%

GAMESA (ES) 15.4% ENERCON (GE) 
14.0%

SUZLON (Ind) 10.5%

SIEMENS
 (DK) 7.1%

Others 10.5% SINOVEL (PRC) 3.4%

NORDEX (GE) 3.4%
VESTAS (DK) 22.8%

GOLDWIND (PRC) 
4.2%

ACCIONA (ES)
 4.4%

Source: BTM Consult ApS - March 2008
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1. Modular drivetrain with two main bearings 
• Gamesa G8X-2MW 
• REpower 5M/6M  
• Vestas (V39 - V80, V90-2MW) 

 
Figure 2.7: Modular drive train with two main bearings using the example of REpower 5M 
(Source REpower) 

The concept shown in Figure 2.7 is well known and can be easily up-scaled with more or less “off 
the shelf” components. However, the low speed stage of the gearbox is a “wind turbine specific” 
item. For wind turbines less than or equal to about 2.1MW (e.g. Suzlon S88), one planetary stage 
and two parallel stages are being used; for larger turbines, two planetary stages in combination 
with one parallel stage are being used. The main advantage of this concept is the fact that the 
bending moments are not transferred to the gearbox. Moreover, the modular design is an 
advantage with respect to maintainability and offshore applications. 

 
2. Modular drivetrain with 3-point suspension 

• Bard 
• GE-Wind (2.x) 
• Nordex 
• REpower (up to 3.xM) 
• Siemens (former Bonus) 
• Suzlon 

 
Figure 2.8: Modular drive train with 3-point suspension using the example of Suzlon S88 
(Source: Suzlon) 

Similar to the previous concept, however, in this concept as shown in Figure 2.8 only one main 
bearing is used which leads to a more simple design. But therefore the loading of the gearbox is 
harsher because the bending loads are induced to the gearbox housing. 
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3. A: Integrated drivetrain 
• Ecotechnia 
• Nordic Wind Power 
• Vestas V90-3MW 

 
Figure 2.9: Integrated drivetrain using the example of Vestas V90-3MW (Source: Vestas) 

In this concept, as shown in Figure 2.9 no conventional rotor shaft is used. A load flow optimised 
bed plate transfers the rotor loads to the tower so that the gearbox is only loaded by rotor torque. 
The main advantage of this concept is the weight reduction of the tower top mass. 

 
3. B: Hybrid Design (one stage planetary gearbox, Permanent Magnet Generator at intermediate 

speed) 
• Gamesa G10X (Currently under development) 
• Multibrid M5000 (5MW rated power, gearbox ratio: i = 1:9.92) 
• WinWind WWD-1 (1MW), WWD-3 (3MW) 

 
Figure 2.10: WinWind WWD-1 with hybrid design (Source: WinWind)  

The hybrid design, as shown in Figure 2.10 offers the possibility to design a light-weight, compact 
and integrated drive train. The gearbox does not include a high speed shaft (like in concept 1 and 
2) which prevents possible failure on high speed bearings. In this hybrid design, bending loads are 
transferred through the gearbox housing, similar to concept 1. An integrated design is not always 
an advantage w.r.t. replacement of components. Since the integrated design combines two 
innovative products (gearbox and permanent magnet generator at medium speed) which are not 
“off the shelf”, two separate developments should be done “in house” for few applications only. 
This will only pay back at larger quantities. 
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4. Direct drive, synchronous generator with permanently excited rotor 
• Directwind 
• Enercon 
• Mtorres 

 
Figure 2.11: Enercon E82 with direct drive, synchronous generator, permanently excited rotor 
(Source: Enercon) 

This direct drive concept, as shown in Figure 2.11 uses a highly integrated design without a 
gearbox. Therefore a low speed generator needs to be used in direct drive turbines. With the 
increasing turbine size and power this leads to lower rotor speeds which results in more generator 
poles and a larger diameter. Enercon solved this by building its new generator in sections. 
Upscaling has a tendency to become very heavy (Enercon). Mtorres shows that other, more 
compact building forms are possible.  

 
5. Direct drive, synchronous generator  with permanent magnet generator 

• Darwind 
• Goldwind (partial) 
• ScanWind 
• Vensys 

 
Figure 2.12: Vensys V77, direct drive, synchronous generator, permanent magnet generator 
(Source: Vensys) 

This concept, as shown in Figure 2.12 has some promising features. Powering of the rotor is not 
needed which leads to a simple design without carbon brushes, and less maintenance is 
expected. In practice, due to the slightly better efficiency compared to permanently excited 
generators, more compact and light-weight generator designs (assuming theoretical scaling rules) 
can be achieved. On the other hand, it may lead to more expensive generators. 
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The turbine concepts that include gearboxes are of special importance within the PROTEST project. 
From various studies [12], [24], [56] it is concluded that the electrical sub assemblies in general have a 
higher failure frequency than the mechanical components. In Appendix A, a detailed evaluation of 
component failures and associated O&M costs is shown. However, because the downtime and repair 
costs are typically higher for mechanical components than for electrical components, the perception of 
failure rates may differ from the actual values: e.g. larger downtime and repair costs of gearbox 
problems compared to failures of electronic components during the past years have created the 
perception of higher failure rates of gearboxes. As a consequence, this has lead to many research 
activities to improve the reliability of gearboxes. 

Many attempts have been taken by the industry and R&D institutes to improve the reliability of 
gearboxes and the most relevant ones are mentioned below.  

 
1. Condition Monitoring 

In Europe, investigations have been done to improve the reliability of gearboxes by making more use 
of condition monitoring techniques, for example the EU project CONMOW [59]. The project showed 
that presently available drive train monitoring systems operate reliably over a longer period. It was 
demonstrated that these systems are able to detect (1) component errors at an early stage, and (2) 
off-design conditions such as shaft misalignment. An assessment whether the measurements 
exceeded critical levels and a prognosis of the remaining life could not be made due to insufficient 
knowledge of the degradation. In fact a large number of failures need to be observed first before the 
prognoses of degradation can be made for future failures. The overall conclusion was that condition 
monitoring systems are able to mitigate the consequences of damage, but do not reduce the number 
of failures. It was concluded that the reliability of gearboxes can only be improved if the gearboxes are 
designed to withstand the load spectra that actually occur. This means that, on the one hand, the 
resistance of the gearboxes to withstand the loads should be adequate (a.o. detailed design of gear 
wheels and housing, manufacturing procedures, design and selection of bearings, selection of 
lubrication, cooling, and filtration); on the other hand the methods to define the loads acting on the 
drive trains should be improved. 

 
2. Failure analyses and gearbox measurements 

In the US, NREL has made a commitment to address gearbox reliability as a major part of its R&D 
agenda, and plans to engage a wide range of stakeholders including researchers, consultants, bearing 
manufacturers, gearbox manufacturers, wind turbine manufactures and wind turbine owners and 
operators to form a Gearbox Reliability Collaborative (GRC) [42]. This long term R&D project has not 
yet firm conclusions about the nature of gearbox failures but some reasonable observations have 
been made to help narrow the course and scope of the project.  

1. Most of the problems with the current fleet of wind turbine gearboxes are generic in nature, 
meaning that the problems are not specific to a single gear manufacturer or turbine model. 

2. The majority of gearbox failures suggest that poor adherence to accepted gear industry 
practices is not the primary source of failures. The project has the aim to identify and correct 
deficiencies in the design process that may be diminishing the life of the fleet. 

3. Most gearbox failures do not begin as gear failures or gear tooth design deficiencies. The 
observed failures appear to initiate at several specific bearing locations under certain 
applications, which may later advance into the gear teeth as bearing debris and excess 
clearances cause surface wear and misalignments.  

4. The majority of wind turbine gearbox failures appear to initiate in the bearings. These failures 
are occurring in spite of the fact that most gearboxes have been designed and developed 
using the best bearing-design practices available.  

The GRC has planned to carry out detailed load simulations and to verify these loads by means of 
measurements, both at test rig (Dynamometer Testing) as well as on a fully instrumented wind turbine 
prototype. The measurements should also reveal the loads inside the gearbox, e.g. on gear wheels 
and bearings. 
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3. Improved design software 
Improved design practices for drive trains are being developed by making use of multi body simulation 
tools [3], [26], [46], [53] and taking into account the flexibility of the gearboxes and their housings. In 
today’s practise, wind turbine design and analysis tools had a focus on aerodynamics and aero 
elasticity. The gearbox and drive trains are modelled as one single torsional spring with a fixed gear 
ratio, a mass moment of inertia, a spring constant, and a (usually estimated) damping coefficient. At 
present it is recognised that more degrees of freedom are needed to better understand the dynamics 
of gearboxes. Unfortunately, no public information has been found on the validation of these more 
detailed modelling approaches, e.g. by comparing measurements with the simulations. So the 
adequacy of such detailed models can presently not be assessed. 
 

4. International working groups and standardisation committees 
Since the drive train failures started to occur over a large population of wind turbines in the 1990’s, the 
wind energy community has joined forces to better understand the causes of failure and to develop 
uniform approaches to design gearboxes and to select bearings. This has lead among others to draft 
IEC standards [7], [32]. The international approach has lead a.o. to a more complete inventory of 
relevant load cases which should lead to a better understanding of the loads acting on gearwheels 
and should finally result in fewer failures of the teeth and gearwheels. However, the weakest spot in 
the gearbox design now seems to be the design and selection of bearings. Concerns have been 
raised about the bearing type selection, the bearing life calculations, the lubrication, the bearing 
support rigidity, the load specification, the testing regime, etc. [3] [21], [42]. It is under investigation, 
whether the dynamic load rating and rating of life of roller bearings, as being used in most branches of 
industry, is adequate for wind turbine applications. 

2.1.3 Pitch system 
The aerodynamic power control is based either on decreasing the angle of attack in pitch to feather 
machines or by increasing the angle of attack into the stall region. In case of a pitch to feather 
machine one may combine this with a constant or a variable speed generator while almost all pitch 
controlled turbines employ variable speed. A stall machine may be a constant speed fixed pitch 
machine (classical Danish concept), constant speed pitch to stall (active stall) or variable rotor speed 
combined with fixed pitch. The latter concept is not very common.  The variable speed concept is 
superior with respect to the grid coupling. With increasing wind penetration and with concentrated wind 
energy production on the offshore locations the grid requirements will increase and variable speed 
designs will benefit by this.  

The power control concept of the design cannot be isolated from the protection philosophy and from 
the start-up and shut-down procedures. The last decade has seen a change from blade tips brakes 
with mechanical brakes towards individual full span blade pitch as a brake system. Mechanical brakes 
were placed at the high speed shaft because of cost reasons. Loading of the gearbox was a major 
point of concern. The tip brakes were replaced due to the blade structure and length, and because of 
reliability issues. By having individual blade pitch, the requirement of having two mutually independent 
protection systems is satisfied. Thus, the system for power control is combined with aerodynamic 
braking. 

Presently, most turbines in the multi-megawatt class are equipped with variable speed and pitch 
control. Pitch control can either be done by means of hydraulic pitch cylinders or by electrical motors. 
More and more, the option of individual pitch control is being investigated by the leading 
manufacturers to optimise power output and to reduce the mechanical fatigue loads. However, to 
reduce the mechanical loads by means of pitch control it is necessary to obtain feedback from the 
loads in the blades. At present, the measurement techniques are not robust enough that they can be 
incorporated into the control loop reliably for a long period of time. 

From publicly available data on failures and maintenance of wind turbines (e.g. [12], [56] and [63]) it 
can be concluded that the failure behaviour of pitch systems (number of failures and their resulting 
downtime and repair costs) is not the real cost driver for maintenance and repair. However there is a 
strong need to better understand the loads and dynamic behaviour of the pitch system for new and 
large turbine designs. For instance, larger wind turbines require larger pitch bearings which are 
relatively less rigid and thus more sensitive to deformations. To determine the lifetime of pitch systems 
it is necessary to understand the loads and deformations and their influence on friction and wear of the 
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pitch system. If in the future load measurements are going to be incorporated in the pitch control loop, 
the number of pitch actions per blade and the pitch speed will probably increase. Under these 
circumstances the need to understand the loads on and wear of pitch systems is even higher. A first 
attempt to better understand the load pattern in the different components of a pitch system is 
presented in [40]. Taking into account the different mass moments of inertia as well as friction 
properties result into more realistic loads for the whole turbine.  

2.1.4 Yaw system 
Similar to the pitch system, the yaw system is not a cost driver for the maintenance costs of wind 
turbines. However, a good understanding of the mechanical loads acting on the yaw system is needed 
to optimise the design of new turbines.  

The concept of passive yawing has been an option for smaller wind turbines. The disadvantage of this 
concept is that it cannot control the nacelle during off-design conditions and that in case of extreme 
changes in wind direction, the turbines may continue running downwind instead of upwind (or vice 
versa). For larger turbines, the use of the active yawing concept is common practice. Several (typically 
4 to 8) yaw drives keep the rotor perpendicular to the oncoming wind. Some concepts allow the 
nacelle to yaw passively in case of small changes in wind directions. Only in case of extreme wind 
direction changes, in cases of low wind speeds, or during stand still, the yaw system is activated. A 
disadvantage of this concept is that passive yawing may lead to unwanted loading of the yaw drive 
and damage to the gearbox. Therefore, more and more turbines are equipped with yaw brakes to 
avoid passive yawing. This protects the yaw drives from high cycle fatigue due to turbulence induced 
yaw moments. The yaw brakes can be released during the yaw action itself. The most common 
concept is that the installed capacity of the yaw drives is sufficient to keep the yaw brakes closed 
during yaw manoeuvres. 

 

2.2 Determination of design load cases 
Design load cases (DLC’s) for wind turbines are the combination of the design situations of a wind 
turbine (both operational modes and event-driven modes) with wind conditions (gusts) and other 
external conditions. (e.g. grid failures and lightning). Within the scope of this report, the following wind 
energy standards and/or guidelines have been considered:  

• IEC-61400-1 “Wind turbine generator systems - Part 1: Safety Requirements” [27] 

• GL Guidelines for the Certification of Wind Turbines [17] 

• IEC-61400-4 “Wind turbine generator systems – Design and specification for gearboxes” [32] 

Those are in the following denoted as “the wind energy standards”. Nevertheless, also national 
standards have to be considered for the design of wind turbines which will be put in the corresponding 
countries. Those are for example: 

• DiBT  German national standard, e.g. [6] 

• DS  Danish national standard, e.g. [11] 

In IEC-61400-1 and the GL guidelines a minimum set of loads is described that shall be considered for 
the design calculations of a wind turbine. Additional requirements for gearboxes are described in IEC-
61400-4. It should be noticed that in practice these wind energy standards are in certain cases used in 
connection with more detailed design standards. A good illustration for this is given in the wind energy 
newsletter of GL [21] where the interplay between IEC61400-4 and standards such as ISO 6336 
(calculation of load capacity of spur and helical gears) and ISO 281 (Rolling bearings – dynamic load 
ratings and rating life) is presented and it is shown that the wind energy standards are not used 
instead of these detailed standards. On the contrary the wind energy standards: 

• specify the internal and external load conditions to be considered (for instance in the 
IEC61400-1 a minimum set of DLCs is defined, whereas in IEC61400-4 additional DLCs 
specific for wind turbines gearboxes are defined); 
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• provide specific requirements with respect to the application of the more detailed standards 
(e.g. target values for some safety factors); 

• provide additional demands for aspects not covered elsewhere. 

In the following sections, the DLCs mentioned in the wind turbine standards will be discussed, together 
with their scope and limitations. During the discussions of the DLCs, the objectives of the PROTEST 
project will be kept in mind, meaning that the usefulness of the DLCs for the design of the drive train, 
yaw system, pitch system and other mechanical systems will be assessed. 

2.2.1 IEC 61400-1 
IEC61400-1 3rd edition 2005-08; “Wind Turbines - Part 1: Design Requirements”. 

This document specifies essential design requirements to ensure the engineering integrity of wind 
turbines. As a minimum the design load cases described in section 7.4 of this IEC document shall be 
considered; see Table 2-2. From this table it is clear that only external loading conditions mainly due to 
wind or electrical conditions are considered.  

In Chapter 9 of this IEC document additional demands are given for the mechanical systems1, such as 
gearbox, yaw system, pitch system and rolling bearings. These additional demands mainly consist of 
references to ISO standards and of specification of safety factors. No additional information to 
determine the design loads at the interfaces is given in this chapter. 

                                                      
1  A mechanical system for the purposes of this standard is any system, which does not consist solely of static 

structural components, or electrical components, but uses or transmits relative motion through the combination 
of shafts, links, bearings, slides, gears and other devices. Within a wind turbine, these systems may include 
elements of the drive train such as gearboxes, shafts and couplings, and auxiliary items such as brakes, blade 
pitch controls, yaw drives. Auxiliary items may be driven by electrical, hydraulic or pneumatic means. 
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Table 2-2: Design load cases for wind turbines specified in IEC 61400-1 
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2.2.2 GL guidelines 
IV Rules and Guidelines Industrial Services - Part 1: “Guidelines for the certification of Wind Turbines, 
Edition 2003, Germanischer Lloyd”  

Similar to IEC 61400-1 requirements for determining the load cases to be considered are given in 
Chapter 4 of this GL guideline. The minimum number of DLCs can be found in section 4.3 of the GL 
guidelines [19] (table is not copied into this document). Comparing the DLCs of both guidelines (GL 
and IEC 61400-1) it can be concluded that design situations do agree, although in the GL guidelines 
for some design situations a number of additional DLC’s have been specified. Furthermore it shall be 
mentioned that the IEC61400-1 in it´s 3rd edition applies a turbulent wind field for a number of transient 
DLCs where the GL Guideline applies a steady wind field.   

In part 2 “Guidelines for the certification of Offshore Wind Turbines, Edition 2003”, also the wave 
loading is considered, resulting in more extensive list of DLC’s.  

In Chapter 7 of the GL guideline Part 1 additional demands are given for machinery components, such 
as blade pitch system, bearings, gearboxes, yaw system etc. Similar to IEC 61400-1 no additional 
DLCs are specified. For some components it is stated in general terms that some loads (mostly 
caused by the geometry) should be included. For the generator bearing and the gearbox bearing at 
the outgoing high speed shaft loads due to misalignment between gearbox and generator should be 
considered. For the gearbox it is mentioned that depending on the drive train concept additional loads 
may be introduced at the gearbox input and output shaft.  However in both cases no further details are 
given. 

2.2.3 IEC 61400-4 
JWG_N75 – 2nd working draft of IEC 61400-4 “Design requirements for Wind Turbine Gearboxes”. 

As part of the design process of a drive train the characteristics which can influence the correct 
operation should be defined. Events leading to these effects can then be derived from load 
simulations. Hence it may be required to define specific DLC’s in addition to IEC 61400-1 (or the GL 
guidelines Part 1) which shall be considered in the design of a wind turbine. In IEC 61400-4 it is stated 
that the following examples can be used as a starting point to define these additional DLC’s: 

 
Hence the IEC 61400-4 provides a good starting point, but no specific DLCs are defined.  

From the first review of load cases specified by the IEC standards and GL guidelines, it cannot be 
concluded if those are specific enough to determine the design loads for mechanical components; this 
is also part of the PROTEST project. A first conclusion is that although the standards and guidelines 
give some directions for the component designers to extend the list with DLC’s, a more detailed and 
unambiguous list with DLC’s would be preferred. It should include at least the minimum number of 
occurrences or the duration of the DLC’s, a detailed description of operational modes and the external 
conditions. 
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2.3 Simulation of overall wind turbine loads 

2.3.1 Wind turbine design approach 
The recent wind turbine design approach is split up into two steps that are defined by different kinds of 
standards and guidelines. This two step approach is shown in Figure 2.13. 
 

 
 
Figure 2.13: Wind turbine design process [16] 

In the first step, as shown in Figure 2.13, wind energy specific standards and guidelines define the 
load cases based on the site and the wind turbine type that have to be analysed in the overall wind 
turbine load simulation. The loads at interfaces, the global deformations, and the eigenmodes are 
numerically determined using structural dynamical simulation. Therefore the aerodynamics, 
hydrodynamics and structural dynamics, as well as the electrical, operational, and control system are 
usually simulated in one single model within time domain. Since this section describes the “Dynamic 
simulation of the system wind turbine”, section 2.4 shows how the loads at interfaces are derived from 
the overall simulations. 

In a second step, serviceability analysis and limit state analysis is performed using detailed models of 
the wind turbine components. This component verification is defined in common standards and 
guidelines. This approach is introduced in section 2.5. 

2.3.2 Simulation tools 
Wind turbine loads are simulated with modern dynamic simulation tools. Most of the simulation tools 
are dedicated programs used solely for simulating wind turbine loads like e.g. BLADED, Flex5, HawC, 
or FOCUS. Recently, commercial dynamic analysis codes (ADAMS, SAMCEF and SIMPACK) were 
introduced for wind turbine load simulations. The commercial analysis codes provide advanced 
models that are more capable of accurately modelling turbine components. Most turbine manufactures 
still use the first group of simulation codes, i.e. the dedicated wind turbine dynamic simulation codes 
for load simulations due to familiarity and the high computational speeds. Flex5 and BLADED are 
currently the industry standards, although many manufacturers have developed their own in-house 
simulation tools, typically as add-ons or further developments of the FLEX5 code. 

The dedicated wind turbine simulation codes use the Blade Element Momentum method (BEM) in 
order to determine the aerodynamical loads experienced by a wind turbine system. The programs also 
have the capability to create turbulent wind fields that are used in the subsequent BEM simulation. The 
BEM method allows for the simplification of the wind turbine aerodynamics by using the non 
dimensional airfoil lift, drag and moment coefficients and assuming each section of the blade is radially 
independent. The forces on the blade are determined by the lift and drag created at each section by 
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the inflow conditions. The torque and thrust is calculated by integrating the lift and drag along the 
blade section [25]. The loads of the wind turbine system are determined from these loads and the 
dynamics they create in the wind turbine system. 

Several corrections are made after the initial aerodynamical calculations. The Prandtl tip loss factor is 
used to correct for a finite number of blades that alters the actual wake vortex. The Glauert correction 
corrects for large axial induction factors. Other corrections can be added to modify the calculated 
airfoil lift and drag coefficients to handle dynamic wake effects, stall delay and hysteresis.  

The BLADED and Flex5 codes take advantage of the modal reduction technique in order to optimize 
the amount of computer memory and time necessary to run the simulations. The motions of the blades 
can be simplified to a combination of mode shapes. The mode shapes, used in the code Flex5, are 
shown in Figure 2.14. The determination of the deflected shape during operation, and the changing 
loads due to shape changes, can be determined using this method. This allows the simulations to run 
faster than real time. Programs that do not use modal reduction usually determine the dynamics and 
deflections using a beam/finite element type blade model. These codes generally need more 
computational time to run. 

A more comprehensive overview of simulation tools can be found in literature [45]. 

 

 
 
Figure 2.14: Modelling of a wind turbine for aeroelastic simulations using the code Flex5 
(Source: Vestas) 

2.3.3 Sources for loads 
Wind turbine loads are generated by the different conditions [40]: 

• Static loads like e.g.: 

- Weight 

- Steady rotation 
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• Dynamic loads like e.g.: 

- Transients (e.g. start /stop manoeuvres, accelerations, grid connection, grid fault, 
change in average wind speed) 

- Cyclic /periodic (e.g. wind shear, tower shadow, blade mass) 

- Stochastic (e.g. turbulence) 

During operation the turbine will experience many of the preceding load sources simultaneously. A 
turbine in operation will experience static loads (rotor mass) and the centrifugal forces combined with 
the blade cyclic loading, tower shadowing and turbulent inflow. Any of the dynamic load sources has 
the potential to induce a resonance which makes the load amplification from one point to another 
worse. A difference that should be pointed out is the difference between cyclic loading which might 
coincide with structural resonance frequencies and transient loads which also excite the components 
at their natural frequencies, but those do this only during a transient such as no energy is continually 
fed to these frequencies. A stop event will certainly combine all the above sources. Simulation codes 
combine all these sources in order to fully model the reactions of the wind turbine system.  

The overall dynamic simulation tools allow modelling the incoming wind using various turbulence 
models. The incoming wind and the turbine control actions create for a matrix of design load cases. 
One of the standards defining design load cases for a wind turbine is the International Electrical 
Commission (IEC) 61400-1 ‘Wind Turbines Part 1: Design Requirements’. (See also Table 2-2) The 
IEC requirements are applied by most certification bodies.  

The IEC design load cases are defined for eight situations [40] (See also Table 2-2): 

• Power production under normal conditions 

• Power production with a operational fault 

• Start up 

• Normal shut down 

• Emergency stop 

• Parked (Rotor stopped or idling) 

• Parked with operational fault 

• Transport, maintenance and repair 

The design load cases are either used to determine fatigue loading of the turbine system or extreme 
loads for wind turbine design and certification purposes. There is flexibility in the system if an 
assessment by the wind turbine manufacturer shows that the design load case is not relevant to the 
specific turbine design. The IEC design load cases are theoretically all-encompassing. Any and all 
damaging load cases should be covered under the eight categories. For certification purposes, the 
IEC specified load cases are minimum requirements, but the certification body can be demand 
additional load relevant DLCs. Other load cases may be determined through simulation of the turbine 
system. 

Simulation cases are generated by using the IEC design load cases. The bulk of the simulations entail 
the normal power production runs without fault in order to create a database of loads that will allow for 
the fatigue analysis of the turbine and the extrapolation of extreme loads under normal operation. The 
IEC requirements state the minimum number of simulation time for each wind category. In addition, a 
considerable number of load cases with various combinations of operational and external conditions 
need to be evaluated in the ultimate load analysis. 

The fault case analyses are used for determination of extreme loads and also used in the fatigue 
calculations for the turbine system. The IEC makes assumptions on the number of events that occur 
during the life of a turbine and these are incorporated into the fatigue reactions, such as the number of 
stop and start events. Using the basic IEC design load conditions as inputs, the simulation tools can 
generate loads throughout the turbine system.  
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2.4 Determination of component design loads and design 
stresses 
The IEC design load cases are supposed to be non-specific, i.e., the designer is expected to find the 
worst case scenario possible within the design envelope of the turbine model and design load cases 
and use it as the governing condition to determine the design loads. This ‘design load case’ will 
provide the maximum load a component will need to withstand; therefore it can be used to dimension 
the component for its maximum load. Note that different design load cases need to be used for 
different components. The direct method, as suggested by the IEC standards, is to derive stress time 
histories with the superimposed loading of the component. The stress time history can then be used 
as a single signal for the fatigue and extreme load calculations. However, this implies an ‘a priori’ 
knowledge of the component design from which the component reactions can be calculated. 

The determination of the design load case for a component entails running many possible fault/wind 
condition scenarios and searching for the maximum loads at the various components. The matrix of 
simulations to be run must include various faults (control system faults, loss of grid…) and wind 
speeds and conditions (gusts, extreme wind speeds…). The methodical process is to run all possible 
load cases in simulations and search the results for the maximum loads. It is the job of the designer to 
determine the worst case scenario for the turbine system and analyse the turbine response. The 
determinations of all possible loadings need to be taken into account when dimensioning the 
component. Often more than one governing load case is used to dimension a component as different 
load cases produce different types of loading. 

The rotor aerodynamics and system dynamics determine the loading of the turbine system. The rotor 
input data consists of the geometry, aero-profile data and structural information for the blade. The load 
summation at the rotor axis (torque) and blade root (thrust) are the loads that determine the reactions 
throughout the rest of the turbine system. 

Behind the rotor (assuming an upwind turbine), the simulation inputs are relatively simple for the 
standard aeroelastic simulation code.  

2.4.1 Drive train design loads 
For instance, the standard Flex5 code uses only six parameters to simulate the drive-train: The 
bending stiffness of the shaft in two directions, the torsional stiffness of the shaft, the shaft length, the 
mass moment of inertia of the generator at the shaft and the gear ratio of the gear box, along with a 
generator torque curve. Other simulation codes have a similar limited number of input parameters 
used to model the drive train. The lack of inputs also limits the amount of output in the drive train area 
of wind turbine simulation code. A method to overcome the input limitations is the use of dynamic 
linked libraries (DLL) to introduce more advanced multi-body or similar drive train simulation models. 
This allows for more advanced modelling of the turbine components with feedback to the main 
aerodynamic simulation code. This can be done to model the gearbox or other components and return 
more accurate reactions to the low speed shaft, which in turn affects the rotor. 

DLLs work as separated but linked programs that take any number of outputs from the wind turbine 
simulation code and calculates the drivetrain reaction at every timestep. The multiple DLL outputs can 
be used to determine power output and be used as feedback to the front end aeroelastic simulation 
code. With this method the gearbox, drivetrain and generator reactions are fed back into the 
aeroelastic simulation code. The aeroelastic simulation code can use the inputs, along with the 
aerodynamical information from the next time step and produce a more accurate simulation. 

By either using a DLL or the stand-alone aeroelastic simulation code, the loads on a specific 
component can be determined. By searching the time history output files, the maximum loading can be 
determined. Given a load and a designed component, the maximum stress on a component can be 
determined with either first principles or with the use of the finite element method. In the design phase, 
the loading can be used to dimension the component. In the verification phase, the designed 
properties of the component can be used in the dynamic simulation and the reaction verified.  

If component design changes modify the reactions of the turbine, the new component design 
information needs to be included in further simulation runs to verify the design. 
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By simulating the turbine under the expected environmental conditions, a component fatigue analysis 
can be undertaken. Again, changes in the turbine design for not meeting the fatigue life criteria will 
necessitate further simulation runs to verify the new design. All IEC load and design values are 
covered by various partial safety factors listed in the standard. The partial safety factors are used to 
account for uncertainty in material knowledge, design, and other unknowns in the design of the 
turbine. The IEC partial safety factors used for loading are specific to the type of operation (Normal, 
Abnormal, Transport and Erection). 

2.4.2 Pitch system design loads 
For the determination of the design loads relevant for the pitch system, the rotor blade root pitch 
moment and the blade root bending moments are gained from the aeroelastic simulations. To consider 
the loads which occur during pitch manoeuvres, the pitch actuator is modelled in those codes. The 
pitch actuator model is dependent on the wind turbine controller and its dynamics influences the blade 
root loads. The controller can either define the pitch angle or the pitch rate which is then modified by a 
transfer function in the pitch system model. However, the drive train dynamics of the pitch system is 
not modelled in detail. 

For the determination of the pitch system design loads, combined analytical and empirical methods 
are used to transfer the blade root loads into the loads relevant for the design of the pitch system. This 
step is needed because the moments and forces acting on the toothing of the pitch system is highly 
dependent on the blade bearing friction and bearing deformations like ovalisation, which is again 
mainly caused by the blade root bending moments in edgewise and flapwise direction. These 
analytical models are a weak point in the current design process of the pitch system. 

2.4.3 Yaw system design loads 
In aeroelastic design codes the yaw moment is calculated during aeroelastic simulations of the 
relevant load cases. Therefore an active yaw system can be taken into account, if applicable. For wind 
turbines that are equipped with active yaw systems, a yaw manoeuvre can either be predefined during 
aeroelastic calculations or the control system can be used to specify the yaw angle or the yaw rate. 
The yaw can be defined as a rigid system that follows the predefined or controller demanded angles or 
rates. Most yaw systems are equipped with brakes to unload the yaw system when the system is not 
active. To exclude cycling loads on the toothing, it is common practise to have a constantly acting 
residual braking moment which leads to a higher static loading during yawing. To take these loads into 
account the yaw system can also be modelled flexible to consider the yaw system dynamics. The yaw 
system drive train is usually not considered in this type of simulation.  

For the fatigue analysis of the yaw system the load duration distribution (LDD) of the yaw moments 
derived from the aeroelastic simulations should be considered.  

However there are numbers of issues still open for the determination of the loads acting on the yaw 
system, since the load transfer from the rotor to the tower top (through the yaw system), passes 
through the drive train and the nacelle, which as already stated are only very rough modelled in the 
aeroelastic simulation tools. 

 

2.5 Determination of components design strength and of limit 
state analyses 

2.5.1 Component design strength 
The entire load spectrum, extreme and fatigue loads, are necessary to fully design any component. 
The IEC standard states various partial safety factors for different loads, materials and component 
classes. The final component should be designed based on the actual loading and the relevant safety 
factors. The criticality of the component along with the knowledge of the material and certainty of the 
load determine the relevant safety factor. 
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Due to the use of turbulent inflows in the simulations, the characteristic load may not be captured in 
the limited time histories. Therefore some events using turbulent stochastic inflows will need to have 
extreme events extrapolated from the limited time history data, along with the IEC partial safety factor. 

For certification purposes, the IEC provides the list of partial safety factors for loading, materials and 
component class. The IEC does allow for the modification of the safety factors if, through 
measurements, one can prove the partial safety factors are overly conservative. 

2.5.2 Limit state analysis 
The extreme and fatigue loading data are necessary for the limit state analysis of a given component. 
The first simulations and the design load case usually allow for the component to be designed against 
a maximum load event. The fatigue analysis uses the expected wind regime Weibull distribution and 
component time histories to calculate the cumulative damage fraction. Depending on the component, 
this is often carried out using the Palmgren-Miner rule. The time history data is weighted for the 
Weibull distribution for the normal running simulations and the component loads Rainflow counted. 
The number of abnormal running simulations has to be assessed by the turbine manufacturer (i.e., 
number of shut downs and start ups per day). These load histories are also Rainflow counted. The 
combination of all load cases to the fatigue analysis allows for the estimation of fatigue life. 

2.5.3 Resonance analysis 
To identify possible resonance problems caused by the interacting wind turbine drive train 
components, resonance analyses are performed in frequency domain. Usually the results are plotted 
in Campbell diagrams which allow identifying possible resonances. The resonance analysis only 
considers internal component dynamics. The results of resonance analyses are not linked to the wind 
turbine external loadings. Up to now, resonance analyses for wind turbines are only required by the 
GL guideline.  

 

2.6 Pitfalls in the current design practices 
The reason for failures in gearboxes and bearings is a multifold problem and no single reason, or one 
solution, can cover all the possibilities, see also Section 2.1.2. Several possible causes for the 
problem, seen from a designer’s point of view, are outlined below. 

2.6.1 Finding the maximum stress response 
Given the open nature of the IEC design load cases, it is likely that the scenario that causes gearbox 
damage is included in the standard design load cases. However, as noted earlier, it is necessary for 
the designer to determine what load case is the critical one. This involves correctly modelling the 
turbine and components in one or more simulation tools, and correctly estimating the stress response 
due to the multi-axial loading. Any combination of loadings on a component could cause the maximum 
stress response, so all load case scenarios need to be simulated. The results then need to be 
determined to find the maximum stress response. 

2.6.2 Data transfer between parties 
If one does not know the design of the component, then only the loads are available, not the stress 
response. This is the data that is shared between the turbine designer and the sub-component 
suppliers. Ideally, the entire final design of the turbine would be available for simulations before the 
manufacturing process starts. This is often not possible or realistic. The loads given to the component 
supplier are determined from the preliminary simulations. 

Changes to the component design during the manufacturing process need to be included in the 
simulation iterations. This is problematic when components are supplied by outside partners and 
manufacturers. Gearboxes and bearings are often manufactured by external suppliers. The simulation 
and dimensioning of gearboxes and bearings is dependent upon the manufacturers. Their in-house 
proprietary simulation tools are assumed to be used in the design and selection of components. There 
is very little information coming back from the component supplier that can be used to re-simulate and 
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fine tune the simulation model. The problem can also be in the opposite direction; if not enough 
loading information is given to the component engineering team. 

In components that are designed in-house, the know-how to determine the critical load cases is also 
in-house. When a design needs modification due to a potential load case scenario, the design of the 
component can be modified and the turbine system re-simulated. Especially, in the field of rotor blades 
progress has been made due to the following facts: 

• The blade response can be simulated rather accurately using beam models, although for 
larger blades there is still research ongoing. 

• Important blade properties for the wind turbine overall behaviour have been identified due to 
previous research. Therefore, if one of these properties is changed then the process is 
repeated 

• The blades undergo a full-scale verification test, including identifying of properties affecting 
wind turbine behaviour. 

Also for rotor blades there are still failure issues to be solved, but especially the mechanical 
components did not yet even undergo a procedure similar to the rotor blades. 

2.6.3 Design load cases not determined 
It is also possible that the load cases that are relevant for the gearbox and bearings may not be taken 
into account. This could be because the design load case combination (wind condition and fault) has 
not been assessed as relevant by the person simulating loads of the wind turbine. More information 
into the failure modes of failed turbines could be used in a ‘reverse engineering’ exercise to determine 
the possible fault condition that caused the failure. An example can be events in the generator (loss of 
electrical grid, short circuit) where a condition may cause a load to originate in the generator that 
moves back through the drive train. This type of condition is not well understood or modelled. New 
operational requirements, such as low voltage ride through (LVRT) may also cause unforeseen 
loading and are not easy to model. 

2.6.4 Limitations in simulation abilities 
The complexity of wind turbines does not allow easy dynamic simulations. The reactions of gears, 
bearings, etc are complex in nature and can not be 100% accurately modelled. Unexpected reactions 
of bearings might be beyond the ability of simulation codes to model in a realistic time window [48]. 
The specific failure modes of individual sub components (i.e. individual ball bearings) have effects 
throughout the entire system. The IEC design load cases make assumptions based on the wind and 
control actions or faults of the turbine, but individual component failures are often beyond the scope of 
current simulations. 
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3. State-of-the-art measurement approaches 

3.1 Introduction 
In the present chapter the current measurement procedures followed during the WT design or 
certification process focusing on mechanical loading, are briefly described.  

In section 3.2 the standard procedures for WT testing are discussed. The measurement load 
cases that are described within the IEC/TS 61400-13 [33] are presented in section 3.3. 
Following, the current procedures regarding the extrapolation of the measured loads in order to 
estimate lifetime loads are described. A review of the prescribed testing procedures in the 
design process and certification are presented in section 3.5. Finally, the pitfalls in the current 
validation practices are identified. 

 

3.2 Power performance and load measurements according to 
IEC 61400 
The basic document of the current standards and technical specifications related to wind turbine 
testing is IEC 61400-12 [29] in which the requirements for power performance measurements 
are specified. This document is thereafter referenced in a series of following IEC documents, 
among which are the measurements of mechanical loads [33] and power quality [30].  

In general, these guidelines are followed by manufacturers and accredited institutes that perform 
measurement campaigns regarding prototype testing, project development and certification. 

3.2.1 Power performance and wind inflow measurements 
The requirements for WT power performance and wind inflow measurements are described in 
IEC 61400-12 [29]. The focus of the requirements is the measurement accuracy of the basic 
parameters: 

• The 10 minute average wind speed at hub height 

• Power output 

• Air density 

Special attention is paid on the instrumentation details and on the avoidance of any obstacle 
shadowing. Further constraints are imposed when the measurements are performed on complex 
terrain, where a site calibration campaign is necessary. In the document a methodology is 
presented, based on topographic calculations, for classifying the test site as flat or non-flat. The 
classification decides the necessity for the performance of site calibration campaign, which 
results to a more accurate estimation of the hub height wind speed at the wind turbine position. 

Turbulence is recorded, but does not affect directly the data processing. For instance, turbulence 
is used for determining the anemometer measurement uncertainty. In related standards 
turbulence is used as a limiting parameter for the determination of site calibration results. 

Although it is expected that other wind inflow characteristics, such as wind shear and turbulence, 
also may affect the wind turbine power curve, these magnitudes are not implicated in the 
analysis process. 

In special cases, mostly for research, the wind inflow is better described by the aid of multiple 
level measurements and use of 3D sonic anemometers (e.g. [10], [44]). Recommendations for 
those cases do not exist and the data processing procedures are not standard. 

Power curve measurements are performed by the manufacturer during wind turbine 
development (development of controller, low noise emission versions etc) and during 
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certification process. Also, these measurements are often repeated by developers, during 
acceptance tests of wind farms, in order to verify the ‘guaranteed’ by the manufacturer power 
curve. 

3.2.2 Mechanical load measurements 
Mechanical load measurements are performed mainly for the following purposes: 
 
a) Support of the design process 
In this stage the mechanical load measurements are used either for direct estimation of loads on 
a component under design or for the validation of aeroelastic or other simulation models. WT 
design is based mainly on the use of aeroelastic models, as discussed in chapter 2.  
 
b) Certification 
During the certification process, the existence of experimental data facilitates the work 
performed by the certifying body, in assessing the manufacturer’s design. This may also include 
the verification of models used by the certifying body. Also, the review of the experimental data 
ensures (within the limitations posed from the relatively short testing period) that phenomena 
outside the modeling capacity do not exist.  
 
c) Direct determination of structural loads in specific conditions 
In specific cases, where a WT component experiences unexpected structural problems, a direct 
determination of the loads via a measurement campaign, specific for the component, is 
preferred. 

The technical specification IEC/TS 61400-13 [33] describes the procedures for performing 
mechanical load measurements. In a sense the document sets the basic requirements for a 
measurement campaign supporting certification purposes.  

In the document the following are described: 
 
a) Wind turbine load cases to be measured (MLCs) 
These cases refer to the main external conditions and the operational conditions of the wind 
turbine during the test. They correspond to the design load cases (DLCs) related to fatigue 
analysis, as defined in IEC 61400-1 [27]. 
 
b) Quantities to be measured  
These refer to the mechanical load magnitudes, WT operational as well as the wind inflow 
parameters (Table 3-1). In the standard it is recognized that some of the wind turbine operational 
parameters might be provided by the control system of the wind turbine, provided that they 
comply with the accuracy specifications outlined in the standard. The document is not restrictive 
but sets the fundamental load magnitudes to be the blade root, rotor and tower loads. 
Furthermore, depending to the criticality of the safe operation of the WT, to be judged by the 
certification body or the manufacturer, the load magnitudes to be measured should be extended, 
accordingly. It must be noted that there are magnitudes that are recommended to be measured 
(i.e. wind shear or temperature gradient) in order to characterize the specific campaign, without 
proposing any specific processing procedure, based on these parameters. 

Judging from the above, if one wants to classify the load measurements performed for the 
validation of the sub-components addressed within the PROTEST project, these could be set as 
follows: 

(1) For the yaw system: Load measurements prescribed for the tower top correspond to 
loads components that are transferred from the nacelle to the tower. However, following 
the standard, a classification of the captured load case does not have to be made 
according to the status of the yaw system operation (yawing or keeping nacelle 
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position). As already noted, according to the IEC/TS 61400-13 standard, actuator loads 
regarding the yaw system are prescribed only if it is judged that these are critical for the 
safe operation of the WT.  

(2) For the pitch system: Load measurements prescribed for the blade root correspond to 
load components that are transferred from the blade to the hub. Similar to the yaw 
system, a classification of the captured load cases does not have to be made depending 
on whether the blade is momentarily pitched or not (operation of pitch system). 
Additionally, similar to the yaw system, pitch actuator loads are prescribed, only if it is 
judged that these are critical for the safe operation of the WT.  

(3) For the gearbox: Load measurements prescribed for the rotor are the only load 
components prescribed by the standard that could be connected with loads on the 
gearbox. This is also affected by the actual WT configuration and the selection for the 
position of measurement of the loads. IEC/TS 61400-13 does not specify in detail 
measurement locations for these loads.  

 
c) Measurement techniques 
The described measurement techniques include sensor selection and application practices, 
calibration and uncertainty analysis procedures. Especially for the load measurements on the 
wind turbine, although IEC/TS 61400-13 is not restrictive, strain gauge bridges applied on the 
structure are recommended. Their output is recommended to be related directly to an applied 
load level, wherever feasible.  

According to IEC/TS 61400-13 the data acquisition is to be performed for the collection of both 
time series and statistical data. The length of the time series is connected to the measured load 
cases (MLCs) prescribed in the standard, while the minimum time-series number is classified 
depending on whether the load measurements are performed for model validation or empirical 
load determination. The sampling frequency is prescribed to be at least eight times higher than 
any significant frequency in the relevant signal, while analogue filters with a cut-off frequency at 
least three times higher than any significant frequency in the relevant signal shall be used. On 
Table 3-1 the last column indicates the relevant sampling frequency for the load quantities, as 
this are usually applied during load measurements campaigns. Current validation campaigns 
may involve load and load related magnitude measurements on components that are not defined 
within IEC/TS 61400-13. In the case of testing on the high speed side of the drive train, including 
torque and  rpm measurements, significantly higher sampling rates should be used. The 
sampling rate, for such measurements, should be appropriate for capturing not only the normal 
operation but also any transient events, such as grid fault-ride-through events.     

 
d) Processing guidelines 
The processing guidelines refer to procedures for data validation and selection, data analysis 
and presentation and reporting formats.  
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Fundamental load quantities Remarks Sampling Frequency 
(not prescribed by 
IEC) 

Blade root loads bending moments in two 
perpendicular directions (flap, 
lead lag) 

 64 samples/s 

Main shaft torque   64 samples/s  

Rotor yaw and tilt loads 
measured on main shaft or 

bending moments in two 
perpendicular directions 

 64 samples/s  

Rotor yaw and tilt loads 
measured at tower top 

bending moments in two 
perpendicular directions 

and tower torsion 

 64 samples/s  

Tower top loads bending moments in two 
perpendicular directions 

 64 samples/s  

Tower base loads bending moments in two 
perpendicular directions 

 64 samples/s  

Wind turbine operation quantities 
Electrical power -  1 sample/s  

Rotor speed -  64 samples/s 

Rotor azimuth position -  64 samples/s 

Pitch angle (if applicable) -  64 samples/s 

Nacelle yaw position - 1 sample/s 

Status signals WT, grid connection and brake.  1 sample/s 

Meteorological quantities 
Wind speed and direction measured at hub height  1 sample/s 

Air temperature and density Not used for normalization   1 sample/s 

Wind shear recommended to be measured  1 sample/s 

Temperature gradient recommended to be measured  1 sample/s 

Nacelle anemometer Optional, if a nacelle 
anemometer calibration is 
available 

 1 sample/s 

Table 3-1: Quantities to be measured according to IEC/TS 61400-13 [33]. 

3.2.3 Power quality measurements 
In document IEC 61400-21 [30], the procedures for testing and assessment of power quality 
characteristics of grid-connected WT are given. The continuous increase of wind power 
penetration in the power systems, has led to the establishment of more strict regulations 
concerning the wind turbine connection to the grids. Such requirements are the Fault Ride 
Through Capability (FRT) of wind turbines, the reconnection and return to the pre-fault operating 
conditions in the shortest possible time and the production of controllable amounts of active and 
reactive power during the faults. 

Power quality is not directly related to mechanical load measurement campaigns. On the other 
hand, a short circuit within the grid, with the WT running, results in torque levels significantly 
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higher than the rated values and, as a consequence, the mechanical drive and shaft system is 
subjected to loading, that has to be taken into account. Additional constraints might be imposed 
on other systems of the wind turbine, in configurations where other components of the turbine 
are used to control the overall operational behaviour during these cases (e.g. the pitch system in 
cases Blades are pitched with a specific pitching speed as a reaction due to grid loss).  

 

3.3 Measurement load cases according to IEC. 
The measurement load cases described in IEC/TS 61400-13 [33] are summarized in the 
following table: 

 

MLC 
No 

Load case Corresponding 
DLC IEC61400-1 

Wind conditions 

Steady state operation 

1.1 Power production 1.2 Cut-in to cut-out 

1.2 Power production plus  

occurrence of fault 

2.4 Cut-in to cut-out 

1.3 Parked (rotor stopped or 
idling) 

6.4 All wind speed range 

Transient events 

2.1 Start-up 3.1 cut-in and above rated 

2.2 Normal shut down 4.1 cut-in, rated and above rated 

2.3 Emergency shut down 5.1 cut in and above rated 

2.4 Grid failure  rated and above rated 

2.5 Over-speed activation of the 
protection system 

 above rated 

 
Table 3-2: Measurement load cases according to IEC/TS 61400-13 [33]. 

It is stated that additional MLCs may be necessary depending on the wind turbine concept, 
control and safety strategy.  

The measured load cases for normal power production are classified in wind speed and 
turbulence intensity bins. The minimum number of recordings is prescribed in terms of number of 
recordings per wind speed bin and number of filled turbulence bins. Accordingly, the MLC 
regarding transients and faults are classified with wind speed, and the minimum number of 
recordings is stated. For each load case the standard sets a recommended and a minimum time 
series length, which are 10 minutes and 2 minutes time series respectively. A time series length 
for load cases corresponding to normal transient events is not prescribed within IEC/TS 61400-
13.   

The aim of the procedure is to collect a representative amount of data, distributed around the 
complete WT operational wind speed range, in a feasible short time period. 

 

3.4 Extrapolation of measured loads to lifetime loads 
The result of a load measurement campaign is the footprint of the WT loading within specific 
wind inflow characteristics. In order to exploit the data towards the estimation of lifetime loads 
the following are needed: 
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Extrapolation of measured fatigue spectra to other turbulence levels 
Within IEC/TS 61400-13 [33] two procedures for spectra extrapolation are presented.  

(1) The first procedure is based on linear extrapolation, having turbulence intensity as the 
independent parameter and the load range as dependent for each specific cumulative 
cycle count. The procedure is accepted if not applied for turbulence levels well above 
the last level captured. 

(2) The second procedure is based on spectrum distribution modeling. Contrary to the 
previous method, in which only the missing data are calculated through extrapolation, in 
the spectrum distribution modeling, a model is developed that simulates the fatigue 
spectrum at each wind speed and turbulence value. The measured spectra are fitted to 
a quadratic Weibull distribution, whose parameters are modeled against wind speed and 
turbulence intensity. For given wind speed and turbulence level the distribution 
parameters are calculated and then the spectrum is generated through an inverse 
procedure.   

 
Synthesis of lifetime fatigue spectra 
Having defined the wind regime (i.e. from WT class) and the WT duty cycle, the 10 minute 
fatigue spectra can be summed up to create the lifetime spectrum. 

The estimation of the lifetime fatigue spectrum with such a method presents the drawback that 
the low frequency part of the spectrum is erroneously void.  

In this context, the procedures described in IEC 61400-1 [27], as informative annexes (F & G), 
regarding the statistical extrapolation of loads for extremes and fatigue spectra may be used. 
These procedures are equally applicable to simulation data and experimental data, given the 
existence of a minimum data volume.  The procedures are based on probabilistic methods and 
distribution moment modeling.  

 

3.5 State of the art testing procedures 
Apart from procedures and measurements described in the above mentioned standards [29], 
[30] and [33] currently other measurements are also performed on a case per case approach to 
provide the necessary input for designers and manufacturers. These include both load 
measurements on specific components that are of interest and measurements to verify the 
behavior of some wind turbine components during validation, but also as part of the condition 
monitoring of the whole wind turbine. In parallel, improvement on equipment (e.g. 3D sonic 
anemometers) allows for better estimation of the in-flow parameters and in turn better estimation 
of the loading imposed on the wind turbine components (e.g. [10], [58]. These measurements, 
however, are not standardized, except for measurements related to condition monitoring, and 
are usually part of research and development processes.  

Part of the measurements related to condition monitoring, especially for the drive train might be 
used as an alternative for verification of model input data. Instrumentation and measurement 
procedures employed for condition monitoring are outlined in [18], which closely follows [1]. For 
the purposes of condition monitoring and thus, the long term trend analysis to decipher 
deterioration of components, focus is given on measuring the dynamic response of the wind 
turbine on pre-defined locations. Omitting the parameter of long term monitoring and trend 
analysis, measurements captured through this approach could be used for verification of 
dynamic models of the structure. However, application on a real structure would imply the ability 
to understand and estimate the structural response including uncertainties inherent in the 
various structural components. For example small increased loading on a wind turbine under 
investigation in comparison with the theoretical model, would have to be traced back for 
identifying whether this result is due to small aerodynamic asymmetry of the rotor, which is 
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accounted for in manufacturing tolerances, or due to neglecting parameters in the theoretical 
model.  

Additionally, within research projects aiming to improve aspects in the wind energy generation 
field, there is a number of reported specialized measurements. These involve mainly details of 
the drive train, focusing on the gearbox. Such measurements have been reported, for example, 
in [57] and [51]. In both cases measurements involved monitoring of the gearbox movement and 
torque measurements inside the gearbox. In [58] measurements involved recording of the axial 
force on the back plate of the gearbox, while in [51] additional measurements are foreseen to 
monitor instead of the axial force the corresponding displacement, in parallel to capturing 
movements of the generator and the coupling torque. Extensive measurements on and 
especially inside the gearbox, similar to the above mentioned ones, have become current 
practice during the certification of new products. More specifically, during prototype trials (as 
required by certification bodies [17]) the gearbox is tested not only on test rigs but also at a wind 
turbine and the behavior of the system and its subcomponents is monitored comprehensively, 
including loading and movements (displacements) on internal shafts and gears in parallel to the 
overall response of the wind turbine.  

Moreover, requirements related to the electrical response of the wind turbine, which should be 
verified during prototype testing, have led to integrated measurements procedures, by 
monitoring simultaneously mechanical loading and electrical characteristics of the wind turbine 
with emphasis on the drive train and the high speed shaft [43].  

 

3.6 Pitfalls in the current validation practices 
The data from a load measurement campaign can be used for validation of the design (in case 
of a prototype) as well as for model tuning and verification. In these practices there are issues 
that can be identified as pitfalls. 
 
Uncertainty of the load measurements 
The majority of load measurements on the wind turbine are performed by measurement of the 
strain exhibited on the component, which is then transformed to the applied load. In general the 
uncertainty of the load measurements is of the order of 5%. The uncertainty of the correlation of 
the load with the local strain (expressed either as cross talk, sensor misalignment, inappropriate 
sensor location etc) is the main contributor. This uncertainty does not only depend on the 
equipment but also on the procedure of conversion of the strain to load. Examples of the 
uncertainties involved in these conversions for the load measurement on the wind turbine 
components can be found in [D. J. Lekou, F. Mouzakis, WT Load Measurement uncertainty: 
Load-Based versus Analytical Strain-Gauge Calibration Method, Journal of Solar Energy 
Engineering, Vol. 131/011005, 2009]. 
 
Limited amount of experimental data 
Several reasons (cost, time shortage, wind regime etc), often keep the amount of experimental 
data limited to the minimum sets prescribed by the standards. A larger data base, especially 
towards higher wind speeds and turbulence intensities facilitates the design validation. 
 
Limited description of the wind inflow 
Until recently, the wind inflow description for the load measurements was coming from a few cup 
anemometers and vanes. The use of 3D sonic anemometers enables the identification of 
parameters such as wind inclination and turbulence components. The existence of standardized 
procedures for analyzing data against load driving parameters such as shear, turbulence 
components or atmospheric condition would enhance the value of the data. 
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4. Comparison of design and measurement approaches 
Results of prototype measurement campaigns are being used by R&D departments among others to 
verify the design approach. In addition to that, measurement results are also being used by 
certification bodies to verify the design loads. In this chapter, first results from a European Benchmark 
project VEWTDC are presented and the practical experiences of wind turbine and component 
designers (obtained from interviews) and their own experiences are summarised. 

4.1 Results of Benchmark exercises 
In the EU project VEWTDC (Verification of European Wind Turbine Design Codes) [52], various 
design codes have been compared with measurement results. During the verification process the 
following sources of discrepancies between measurements and calculations were observed. 

1. Discrepancies due to errors in post-processing and coordinate systems: Differences between 
calculations and measurements simply can be attributed to misunderstandings of errors on file 
formats, coordinate systems, etc. Most of these errors however can be eliminated if all details 
are considered with care. 

2. Uncertainties in machine description: In the description of the turbine some parameters are 
unknown or have to be estimated. The importance of some of these uncertainties can be 
quantified by means of sensitivity studies. Significant effects of, among others, the structural 
damping and the unknown aerodynamic and mass unbalances between the blades have been 
found. A change from 1 to 2% structural damping decreased some loads by approximately 
15%. 

3. Uncertainties in the prescribed external conditions: Uncertainties in the external conditions are 
of great influence. This holds in particular for the wind input. The wind input is fed to the 
aeroelastic codes in the form of spatially distributed wind fields as a function of time. These 
wind fields are generated by stochastic wind simulators which use the statistics of the wind as 
input (mean wind speed at hub height, turbulence intensity, wind shear, turbulent length 
scales, and coherence parameters). These statistics are derived from measurements on 
meteorological masts, which are placed some distance away from the turbine. The wind 
conditions are usually measured at hub height only or sometimes at different heights over the 
rotor plane. In this way it cannot be guaranteed that the real wind is captured. Even if the 
statistics of the wind measured at the mast would be fully representative for the location of the 
wind turbine, one should bear in mind the statistical variability of the wind: For the same mean 
wind speed, turbulence intensity, turbulence length scale, turbulence spectrum and coherence 
function, wind simulators generate different wind fields when applying different random seeds. 
Sensitivity studies showed a very large effect of these different random seeds (in the order of 
+/- 10%).  

4. Uncertainties in the load measurements: In some cases, differences between measurements 
and calculations cannot be explained by errors in the model but doubt existed on the quality of 
some measurement signals. 

5. Uncertainties due to different implementation and interpretation of the input description: Even 
when a complete input description of the load cases and the turbines can be made, the 
descriptions always leave some freedom for the analyst, i.e. the number of time steps, 
elements, etc. (in both the aero elastic code as well as the wind simulator) are code 
dependent and cannot be prescribed. As a result, one should realise that the observed 
differences between calculations and measurements partly depend on the analyst and his/her 
experience: Different results can be delivered even if the same code and the same input 
description is used.  

6. Differences caused by fundamental model effects: The codes which are used by the 
participants in the VEWTDC project are based on different models (i.e different wind model, 
aeroelastic modelling, numerical solutions etc). This of course leads to different outcomes. 
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4.2 Practical experiences 

4.2.1 Motivation 
The experiences of designers and those of the authors revealed that the comparison of measurement 
results with the design results can be done for various reasons; the most important ones are: 

• identifying and quantifying input parameters of the design model (e.g. damping factors, spring 
constants, natural frequencies, settings of the controller) and tuning the design model; 

• identifying differences between measured quantities and design values and checking the 
correctness of design model and/or measurement set-up; 

• estimating uncertainties in the design model, among others to underpin the applied safety 
factors;  

• completing the set of design loads in case the models are not suitable to calculate certain load 
cases (e.g. faulted situations, oblique inflow). 

As compared to the discrepancies mentioned in Section 4.1, the practical experiences deal with similar 
issues, but from a different point of view. For instance: 

• The discrepancies 1, 2, 5, and 6 indicate that differences exist between measurements and 
calculations and are presented as findings from the benchmark study. At present, instead of 
concluding that uncertainties in the machine description (damping factors, etc.) and in the 
model exist, the measurements are now being used to derive input parameters and to fine-
tune the model. The measurements are compared with calculations to identify and quantify the 
differences and to make sure that the model can be used for those conditions and load cases 
that are unlikely to occur during a measurement campaign (extrapolation). One can think of 
extreme gusts, high turbulence, oblique inflow, etc. 

• The uncertainties in the measurements (discrepancy 4) are reported as “…doubt exists …”. At 
present detailed investigations are being done by measurement institutes to minimise the 
uncertainties to the extent possible. Still uncertainties do exist (and will always exist), but they 
are usually being identified and explained before the measurement results are going to be 
used for model verification. One can think of the influence of temperatures on strain 
measurements, misalignment of strain gauges, stress concentrations near the strain gauges, 
calibration uncertainties, etc. 

• In discrepancy 3, it is mentioned that different starting seeds lead to different loads due to the 
statistical variability of the wind. At present, this statistical variability is accepted and running 
more than one time simulation per bin is common practice since the calculation time has been 
strongly reduced. Comparing measurements and calculations should not only be done at the 
basis of single time series, but also on the basis of statistical parameters representing a larger 
number of time series. 

4.2.2 Approach 
The comparison between measured quantities and design values can be done in various ways, and at 
various levels. For instance, designers can compare the 20 years load spectra, or they can analyse 
time series. From the interviews and the authors’ own experiences a kind of common approach could 
be determined. In general it can be said that first of all the statistical values (azimuthally binned, 
scatter plots, etc) and natural frequencies are being compared. If differences are observed, more 
detailed investigations are being done on the level of time series to explain the causes of the 
differences. 
 
Wind conditions 
First of all it should be checked if the meteorological conditions used for the wind conditions are the 
same as during the measurements. An example of a scatter plot representing the turbulence intensity 
as a function of the wind speed is given in Figure 4.1. In addition the shear conditions can also be 
compared (if the wind speed is measured at more than one height!). 
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Figure 4.1: Example of plots to verify the wind conditions (turbulence and wind shear) 
 
 
Azimuthally binned 
It is very informative to plot the loads as a function of the rotor azimuth angle as is done for example in 
Figure 4.2 (rotor blade, edgewise and flap wise bending moments). Similar plots can also be made for 
other loads (main shaft, tower, etc.) 
 

 
 
Figure 4.2: Edgewise (left) and flap wise (right) bending moment of rotor blade. 

The measured minimum, mean, maximum values and the standard deviation should correspond to the 
calculated values. If not, the differences are being investigated in more detail. The differences may be 
caused either by the different behaviour of the turbine in reality or by simulation or measurement 
errors. High maximum values or standard deviations for instance may be caused by unexpected 
vibrations of the turbine. High (or low) mean values may be caused by incorrect calibration of the 
strain gauges, or drifting of the offset values. Unfortunately, a kind of “recipe” on how to investigate the 
differences in detail cannot be given, it s very much dependent on the findings. 
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Scatter plots as a function of wind speed 
Many signals (electrical power, rotor speed, blade root bending moments, tower bending moments, 
rotor torque, pitch angle, tilt and yaw moments, etc) are strongly correlated with wind speed. By 
comparing the statistical measured values with the calculated values, for instance by means of graphs 
like shown in Figure 4.3, differences can be easily determined. Depending on the differences, one can 
decide to look for further details and causes. The statistical data are usually the 10 minutes averaged 
values; however equivalent loads (taking into account material properties) can also be plotted and 
compared in the same way. 

 
Figure 4.3: Flap wise bending moment of rotor blade (y-axis) as a function of the wind speed at 
hub height (x-axis)    (left: max, mean, min values;   right: standard deviation) 
 
 
Relationships between turbine signals 
Some signals (both measured and calculated) are expected to correlate with other turbine signals. E.g. 
the flap wise bending moments of all three blades are expected to be in the same order of magnitude 
at certain wind conditions. One can compare the loads of blade 1 and 2, 2 and 3, or 3 and 1 in scatter 
plots. An other example is the correlation between (1) the sum of the three in plane bending moments 
and (2) the main shaft torque as given for example in Figure 4.4. Such scatter plots can be informative 
to determine differences between measurements and calculations. 

Figure 4.4: Sum in plane blade bending moments as a function of the main shaft torque  
 
 
Load spectra 
From the calculated and measured load cases and taking into account a certain wind climate (Weibull 
distribution and turbulence intensity) one can construct the 20 years fatigue spectra. Differences as 
given for example in Figure 4.5 may show up between the calculated and measured load spectra.  The 
load spectra actually represent a probability density function of the load as a function of produced 
power and /or operating speed and /or generated torque. They should be handled and interpreted in a 
more statistical manner.  
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Figure 4.5: Blade flatwise bending moment, measured and calculated 
 
Frequency spectra 
Frequency spectra reveal among others if the actual natural frequencies of components correspond 
with the calculated values. If the calculated natural frequencies differ from the actual values, 
oscillations may show up in reality which were not expected. If the natural frequencies are the same 
(measured and calculated) but the amplitudes differ, probably the damping used in the model is not 
correct. 

Furthermore, frequency plots may show measured peaks at certain frequencies which are not caused 
by natural frequencies. Such peaks may also be caused by wrong settings of the controller. 

 
Time series 
In all cases it is worthwhile to analyse the individual time series. The responses on e.g. gusts, pitch 
and yaw actions, start-up or shut down actions, etc. can be investigated in detail and may give reason 
for instance to fine-tune the models, improve the measurement set-up, or correct settings of the 
turbine. 

 

4.3 Final remarks 
The authors have included in this chapter the approaches that are presently being used to compare 
measured data with design data. The following remarkable issues were noted. 

• The IEC-61400-13 standard [33] clearly describes how mechanical load measurement campaigns 
should be carried out. However, this standard does not include a procedure how to compare the 
measured data with the design data.  

• From the VEWTDC project and from interviews with designers it is concluded that the measured 
data are being used for checking the correctness of design models, for quantifying input 
parameters of design models, for estimating uncertainties in the design models, and for 
completing the set of design loads in case the models are not suitable. A clear procedure for doing 
this has not been found. 

• The information found about comparing design and measured data is limited to the global turbine 
loads. The authors have not found any publication or report on comparing measured data of 
mechanical components with component design data. 
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5. Status and trends of standards and certification 
procedures 
The certification and the design of turbines are based on several guidelines and standards specifically 
developed for the wind turbine industry [17], [35].  Regarding the overall turbine safety the most 
frequently used are GL’s wind guideline and the IEC standard [27], [28]. In these standards the 
principal requirements for the analysis of the wind turbine regarding safety are given, mainly as 
requirements for the safety system, environmental conditions, load case definitions and safety factors. 
From these the loads and safety requirements for the different components under investigation are 
extracted.  

The GL wind guideline was first published in 1993, while the second edition was issued in 2003. 
Additionally the second edition of the Guideline for offshore wind turbines was published in 2005. In 
the GL wind guideline the whole wind turbine system, including its subsystems and components is 
considered. At the time being the GL wind guideline is reviewed, it is intended to publish the 3rd edition 
of the GL wind guideline in 2010. This revision will include results from the present project. 

The first version of the IEC standard (IEC 1400-1) was published in 1994, followed by a second edition 
in 1999 (IEC 61400-1) and a third in 2005. In the subsequent developments the experience from the 
industry, the increase of turbine size and the development of analysis tools were considered.  At the 
time being an amendment to the 3rd edition of the standard is under preparation. In this amendment 
the attempt is made to solve problems encountered by the first applications. Since the IEC standard 
only describes requirements, several other wind turbine related standards and technical specifications 
were developed in parallel or are under development. 

Standard Date/Status Edition Title (short) 

IEC 61400-1 2005-08  3 Design Requirements 

IEC 61400-1 Amendment 1 FDIS  3 Design Requirements 

IEC 61400-2 2006-03  2 Design requirements for small wind turbines 

IEC 61400-3 FDIS  1 Design requirements for offshore wind 
turbines  

IEC 61400-4    1 Design and specification for gearboxes 

IEC 61400-11 2006-11  2.1 Noise measurement 

IEC 61400-12-1 2005-12  1 Power performance measurement of 
electricity producing wind turbines 

IEC 61400-12-1   2 Power performance measurement of 
electricity producing wind turbines 

IEC 61400-12-2  CD  1 Power performance of electricity producing 
wind turbines based on nacelle anemometry 

IEC 61400-12-3    1 Wind farm power performance testing 

IEC/TS 61400-13 2001-06  1 Measurement of mechanical loads 

IEC 61400-13   2 Measurement of mechanical loads 

IEC/TS 61400-14 2005-03  1 Declaration of apparent sound power level 
and tonality values  

IEC 61400-21 2008-08  2 Measurement and assessment of power 
quality characteristics of grid connected 
wind turbines 

IEC 61400-22 CD  1 Conformity testing and certification of wind 
turbines 

IEC/TS 61400-23 2001-04  1 Full-scale structural testing of rotor blades 
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IEC 61400-23   2 Full-scale structural testing of rotor blades 

IEC/TR 61400-24 2002-07  1 Lightning protection 

IEC 61400-24 CD  1 Lightning protection 

IEC 61400-25-x   1 Communications for monitoring and control 
of wind farms 

IEC 61400-26   1 Availability for wind turbines and wind 
turbine plants 

IEC WT01 2001-04  1 System for Conformity Testing and 
Certification of Wind Turbines 

ISO 81400-4 2006-09  1 Design and specification for gearboxes 

 
Table 5-1: Status of IEC standards (publishing date, FDIS=Final draft, CDV=Committee draft for 
voting, CD= Committee draft, no date= in preparation) 

At the time being, both the GL Guideline as well as the IEC 61400 group of standards are successfully 
applied in the wind energy branch.  

 

5.1 Assessment of site and operational conditions and associated 
load cases 
For the calculation of loads on wind turbines 
the relevant conditions at the site have to be 
considered. Since wind turbines are 
standardized serial products they are usually 
designed for generic conditions which should 
cover most future sites. Thus, for the design 
“type classes” are applied for the wind 
conditions and a type certification is 
performed. As a second step in the planning 
phase, it has to be shown, that the conditions 
at the erection site are less severe than the 
generic assumption considered and that the 
turbines are suitable for the site. This can be 
proven either by showing that the load driving 
wind conditions are more benign, or by a full 
load analysis and adjacent load comparison at 
defined cross sections. The main parameters 
to be considered during site assessment for a 
wind farm are the site morphology, the load 
influencing environmental conditions (wind, 
ice, seismic activity, wake influence from 
neighbouring turbines, soil and electrical grid 
conditions). 

Within the type certification process the assessment of the prototype test is included. The latter is 
composed of the evaluation of measurement campaigns with respect to the power curve, the noise 
emission, the power quality, the dynamic behaviour and the mechanical loads. The wind and 
operational conditions at the site are measured according to the requirements of the IEC61400-13 [33] 
in case of prototype tests for type certification. In the standard the relevant measurement load cases 
(MLCs) for operational, parked or idling and transient conditions (starts, stops, safety system 
activation) are defined. They shall correspond with the standard or guideline used for the design.  
Further the capture matrix, the components to be measured and the measurement techniques are 
defined. The meteorological quantities to be measured are: 
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Figure 5.1: Components of site assessment 
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• Wind speed 

• Wind shear 

• Wind direction 

• Air temperature 

• Temperature gradient 

• Air density 

The operational quantities are: 

• Electrical power 

• Rotor speed 

• Pitch angle 

• Yaw position 

• Rotor azimuth 

• Grid connection 

• Brake status 

• Wind turbine status (relevant parameters) 

In case of prototype tests and in order to minimise other disturbing effects, siting of the test turbine in 
complex terrain is to be avoided. In general the requirements of IEC 61400-12 standard [29] on site 
assessment apply. 

From the measured wind conditions at the site and the analysis of the flow conditions using flow 
models a precise characterisation of the site can be achieved. Essential is the detrended standard 
deviation of the wind speed (turbulence intensity) as a function of wind direction as well as upflow 
conditions.  

 

5.2 Numerical and experimental determination of component 
loads  

5.2.1 Introduction 
In the scope of the certification of a wind turbine a design life of 20 years has to be verified. An 
assessment of sufficient strength in terms of the ability to withstand fatigue and extreme loading is 
therefore necessary.  

In contrast to many other industries and applications wind turbines are subject to independently acting 
loads represented by forces and moments. The use of standardized load spectra is therefore not 
common. Today load time series obtained by simulation are used for the fatigue assessment of 
machinery components and structures. One important aspect with respect to load assumptions is to 
maintain the phase relationship between the individual load components. Consequently, the 
determination of component loads for wind turbine applications may become rather complex. 

5.2.2 Determination of component loads 
Wind turbines are subjected to environmental and electrical conditions which may affect their loading, 
durability and operation. These external conditions are subdivided into normal and extreme, 
depending on their probability of occurrence.  

Loads are nowadays based on aeroelastic simulation codes using stochastic wind fields and modal 
analysis techniques. Results of the simulations are time series of forces and moments including their 
phase relationship for the most important normal and extreme loading conditions.  
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The loads are calculated at several cross section points of the wind turbine. Loads that have their 
origin in the centre of the blade roots, the rotor centre or in the centre of the yaw bearing are of interest 
for the verification of machinery components and structures. Taking this as basis it is common practice 
to derive component loads by means of equivalent static systems. 

For the verification of the components ability to withstand extreme loading, extreme values of 
individual load components together with simultaneously acting loads are extracted from time series. 
Extreme load combinations are recorded in extreme load tables which are to be used for the strength 
verifications. 

For the fatigue strength verification cycle counting methods (e.g. rainflow counting) are used to derive 
rainflow matrices, load spectra or damage equivalent loads of individual load components. In cases 
where components are subject to unidirectional loading these data may be used as decisive loading 
parameters. For components that are subject to multi-directional loading, time series together with 
results from e.g. finite element analysis have to be used for the calculation of stress time series (see 
section 5.3). This is essential in order to maintain the phase relationship. 

The processing of loads for the verification of gears and bearings of a gearbox differs in part from that 
of other components, e.g. rotor hub or mainframe. For the determination of applicable load spectra, 
load duration distributions (LDDs) have to be derived. The range between minimum and maximum of 
the time series related to the load component to be investigated (e.g. torque of the main shaft) is 
divided into an arbitrary number of bins. Each data point is sorted into the load level of the respective 
bin. The number of counts for each bin is a measure for the duration of the respective load level. 

5.2.3 Verification of component loads, resonance analysis 
Simulation codes that are commonly used for the calculation of loads focus on global loads, e.g. for 
the design of tower and rotor blades. The model of the drive train is subject to a strong simplification. It 
is usually represented by a spring-damper system that consisting of two masses and one rotational 
stiffness only. Still, the design of drive train components is based on global loads that are transformed 
to local component loads. Neglecting dynamic properties and internal loads originating from within the 
drive train are just some disadvantages of this approach. 

Multi body and finite element approaches have found their way into the wind energy branch recently. 
They enable a more realistic display of the real machine. Within Certification the evaluation of the 
dynamic behaviour of the drive train has become an integral part of the Design Assessment. The aim 
is to determine the resonance behaviour of the drive train and to verify the model parameters that 
represent the drive train in the global simulation model. At the same time it is possible to verify the 
applicability of the transformation of global loads to local component loads in terms of the evaluation of 
resonance conditions within the operating range of the wind turbine. 

For the assessment of the dynamic behaviour of the drive train the real design is simplified into a 
simulation model. The result is a mechanical model which might include non-linearities such as force 
elements representing gear meshes and bearings. The simulation can be carried out in frequency 
and/or time domain.  

The analysis in frequency domain requires a linearized model. To achieve this, a certain state has to 
be chosen for calculating natural frequencies, mode shapes and energy distributions. This information 
is required for performing a resonance analysis. The evaluation of drive train resonances is done using 
Campbell-diagrams. Excitation frequencies that have to be taken into account are rotor speed, speed 
of gearbox shafts and mesh frequencies. Depending on the design of the drive train additional sources 
of excitation may be existent. The intersection points of natural frequencies and excitation frequencies 
are evaluated in more detail by the examination of energy distribution within the drive train. 

For the simulation in time domain a start-up scenario of the drive train covering the entire operating 
range of the wind turbine is simulated. The electrical part of the turbine is approximated by applying 
the generators torque-speed curve at the high speed end of the drive train. Time series of mechanical 
properties such as torque and acceleration are evaluated with regard to load amplifications due to 
resonance conditions. Fast Fourier transformation and filtering are useful for this purpose. 

The detailed drive train model is also expedient for the verification of model parameters used within 
global load assumptions. In most cases parameters to be verified are the resulting drive train stiffness 
and the generators moment of inertia. [38] 
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5.3 Component design strength and limit state analyses 

5.3.1 Structural components 
During the verification of design strength, component stresses have to be determined. For the 
assessment of structural components no standardized rules are applicable. The finite element 
approach is commonly used for the strength verification. GL’s wind guideline describes requirements 
regarding finite element analyses. Once IEC 61400-4 is officially published it will include specifications 
using the finite element method with regard to structural components of gearboxes. 

The load bearing structural components in wind turbines are mostly made of large, complex shaped 
spheroidal graphite iron castings and steel fabrications. Due to the remote operation, conservative 
safety requirements and long life expectancy, a long crack initiation phase is necessary.  Based on 
these general conditions, suitable and reliable fatigue analysis procedures have to be applied on the 
components to be investigated.  

A stress based analysis can be divided into two parts: the determination of stresses under fatigue 
loading and the determination of representative fatigue properties of the material under consideration. 
The life of a component is a function of these two aspects. Figure 5.2 shows a typical fatigue analysis 
procedure. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2: Fatigue Analysis procedure 

The stresses in the component are calculated using appropriate stress hypothesis and then cycle 
counted to enable a comparison with applicable material data such as S/N curves. Different safety and 
knock down factors are considered in these calculations before damage accumulation is carried out to 
determine the component life and the degree of utilisation. 

5.3.2 Gearboxes 
To safeguard the operational reliability of gearboxes for wind turbines, a number of national and 
international standards and guidelines have been formulated in recent years. These standards and 
guidelines are, however, not intended as replacements for recognized standards, such as ISO 6336 
[37] or ISO 281 [36]. On the contrary, they provide fixed rules (e.g. for determining the load distribution 
of spur and helical gears) and requirements (e.g. minimum safety factors) when applying these 
standards, with a view to adapting them to the operating conditions of wind turbine gearboxes.  

Requirements set out in ISO/IEC 81400-4 [7] are based on an intensive exchange of experience 
between all parties involved. The introduction to this standard points out that the operation and loading 
of a wind turbine gearbox is unlike most other industrial gear applications. The intent of this standard is 
to describe the differences. A speed-increasing transmission and the lack of a stable foundation are 
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the most striking distinctions exhibited by wind turbine gearboxes. The standard describes both the 
requirements for the gearbox as a whole and the requirements for the individual elements, e.g. 
toothing, bearings, shafts etc. The load capacity of spur and helical gears is generally verified on the 
basis of ISO 6336 or AGMA 6006 [2]. The load capacity of bearings is proven by means of the “basic 
dynamic load rating” or “modified rating life” approaches described in ISO 281. In this regard, the 
cases of bearing damage occurring increasingly in recent years have also shown that these 
procedures are by no means suited as lifetime analyses, but can only be meaningfully used for 
preliminary design. For this reason, the later wind energy standards provide for the “advanced contact 
analysis” as per ISO 281 Annex B or according to the methods of the bearing manufacturers as a 
lifetime analysis with due consideration of the maximum contact stress. In addition, the wind energy 
standards contain bearing selection tables, since many of the cases of bearing damage mentioned 
above may be ascribed to an incorrect choice of bearing. 

In addition to the computational verification of the load capacities and lifetimes of the individual 
components of a gearbox, the newer standards also prescribe a functional verification in the form of 
practical demonstrations and tests. Here a distinction is made between prototype trials, field tests and 
series tests. The aim of the prototype trial is to examine whether the assumptions and boundary 
conditions that were set in the design phase are indeed correct. In the field test of the wind turbine, the 
load assumptions are checked and the system response is studied. Finally, the series tests are 
intended to demonstrate that the series-manufactured gearboxes comply with the performance 
standard set by the successfully tested prototype. 

The drive train of a wind turbine must be looked at as a complex assembly. Its operational reliability 
can no longer be assessed solely by verifying the strength of individual components. Hence dynamic 
simulation of the drive train will become even more important in order to obtain a reliable prediction of 
the individual components loading situations. 

 

5.4 Turbine and project certification practice 

5.4.1 Introduction 
Certification of wind turbines has a history of more than thirty years. The aim of certification is the 
minimisation of risks and building up confidence to investors, insurances, operators and authorities by 
a third party assessment. 

According to the international standard ISO/IEC 17000, certification is the confirmation of compliance 
of a product or service with defined requirements. International standards and guidelines are used to 
carry out Type Certification and Project Certification in the wind turbine branch. The most important 
guidelines for certification of onshore and offshore wind turbines and wind farms are 
IEC WT 01 published by the IEC in April 2001 and the Guideline for the Certification of Wind Turbines, 
2003 with Supplement 2004. Recently nearly all parts of IEC WT 01 have been subject to changes 
and it will shortly be replaced by IEC TS 61400-22 [34]. 

5.4.2 Wind turbine type certification 
Type Certification applies in general to a generic wind turbine and is not related to a certain site. To 
obtain a Type Certificate the modules as shown in Figure 5.3 are to be carried out. 
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Figure 5.3: Modules of Type Certification 
 

The Design Assessment according to GL’s wind guideline consists of a complete examination of the 
design analysis with material and component tests. It is completed with the commissioning witnessing. 
According to GL’s wind guideline the following documents in the form of specifications, calculations, 
drawings, descriptions and / or parts lists are to be assessed: 

• control and safety concept 

• load case definitions / load assumptions  

• safety system 

• rotor blades and blade test reports 

• mechanical structures including nacelle housing and spinner  

• machinery components (including prototype test of the gearbox on an adequate test bench) 

• electrical installations, including lightning protection 

• tower and, optionally, foundation 

• manuals for erection, commissioning, operating and maintenance 

• other optional items like personnel safety  

The load case definitions and the load assumptions / load calculations can be performed according to 
the International Standards IEC 61400-1, second edition or IEC 61400–1, third edition or GL’s wind 
guideline. 

Implementation of the design-related requirements in Production and Erection (IPE) shall ensure that 
the requirements set forth in the technical documentation of the components are observed and 
implemented in production and erection of the wind turbine. This is shown by the manufacturer of the 
components and the manufacturer of the wind turbine to the certification body. 

During the module “Quality management system” it is shown that the designer and manufacturer meet 
the requirements of ISO 9001 with regard to the design and manufacturing process. 

Within the scope of Prototype Testing measurements of the power curve, noise emission and electrical 
properties as well as a test of wind turbine behaviour and load measurements are carried out. 
Furthermore the prototype of the gearbox is to be tested on the wind turbine. Prototype measurements 
shall be carried out by test institutes accredited according to EN 45001 (ISO17025). The certification 
body reviews the analysis of measured data and compares these with the design loads. Depending on 
the results the comparison leads to the validation of the design calculation loads for the Type 
Certification. As a minimum, load measurements should be carried out at the following locations: 

• Blade root, flap-wise, lead-lag, torsion (preferably all blades) 
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• Rotor shaft, bending, torque (rotating) 

• Tower top, bending, torque 

• Tower base, bending (two directions) 

Besides, all relevant meteorological data and turbine operational data shall be measured according to 
IEC standard. The load measurement program shall be based on and consist of load situations that 
are as close as practically possible to the design load cases defined and used in the general design 
assessment of the wind turbine. The measurements shall include all normal and abnormal operating 
conditions such as the braking performance (e.g. emergency shut down, loss of grid, protection 
system fault, etc.), the yaw behaviour and stand still/idling at high winds. Typical operational behaviour 
throughout the design wind speed range shall be covered by the measurements. In case of 
differences to the design assessment occur, additional load calculations based on the dynamics and 
wind conditions of the turbine under test may be required to allow for comparison analysis of 
measured and calculated data.  

5.4.3 Project Certification 
Project Certification is carried out for wind turbines having successfully received Type Certification and 
for locations for which the necessary data is available. Basically, Project Certification is intended for 
projects covering more than one single wind turbine such as wind farms onshore and offshore. This 
certification covers the aspects of assessing site conditions and suitability of the wind turbine for a 
given site. The individual modules are shown in Figure 5.4.  

 

 
Figure 5.4: Modules of Project Certification 
 

Within the Site Assessment, the site conditions will be checked and compared to the parameters used 
for the design assessment of the generic wind turbine during the Type Certification. In case that the 
conditions at the site are not covered by the design parameters, a design assessment will be 
performed applying the site-specific conditions in order to show the suitability for the wind turbine in 
question. 

Prior to the manufacturing surveillance, certain Quality Management (QM) requirements shall be met 
by the manufacturer. The QM system should be certified to comply with ISO 9001; otherwise the QM 
measures can be assessed by the certification body. The surveillance during production usually 
covers inspection and testing of materials and components, scrutiny of QM records (test certificates, 
reports), surveillance of production, inspection of the corrosion protection and of the electrical power 
system. 
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The surveillance of installation at the site of erection shall be restricted to the important steps during 
support structure manufacturing and erection work. An identification and inspection of component 
manufacturing, transportation, on site work and installation shall be carried out before start-up of the 
wind turbine. Commissioning witnessing forms an integral part of the certification process between the 
construction phase and the operation phase. During commissioning, which is performed according to 
the previously approved procedures all components related to operation and safety are being 
inspected and / or tested. 

Periodic Monitoring is necessary to maintain the validity of the Project Certificate and is carried out in 
regular intervals of e.g. two years. 
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6. Conclusions and recommendations for ProTest project 
The design process of wind turbine components is based on aeroelastic calculations of various DLCs 
that are described in standards and guidelines like the IEC 61400-1 or the GL guidelines for the 
Certification of wind turbines. These wind turbine standards have been developed to ensure the 
engineering integrity of wind turbines. Recently it became obvious that these DLCs are not sufficient 
for the design of machinery components, especially the drive train, but also for the pitch and yaw 
systems. Especially for the drive train an additional standard (IEC 61400-4) is currently under 
development. IEC 61400-4 is a good starting point to define specific DLCs, but no detailed list of DLCs 
is provided. At present it cannot be concluded whether the DLCs specified in the wind turbine 
standards are specific enough for the drive train components. It can also not be evaluated whether the 
DLCs defined with the assistance of IEC 61400-4 are relevant and/or sufficient for calculating the 
design loads of drive train components.  

Therefore, the PROTEST project will evaluate whether the currently considered load cases are 
sufficient for the drive train, pitch and yaw system, or which additional DLCs have to be considered. 

It is also concluded that the state-of-the-art aeroelastic simulation codes use a simplified 
representation of the machinery components, esp. the drive train, that result in neglecting the 
interactions of the components. Instead, at present only the GL guideline requires consideration of the 
internal component dynamics by drive train resonance analyses to identify possible resonances. But 
the results are not linked to wind turbine loading. To overcome the shortcomings of this simulation 
approach, advanced wind turbine simulation codes could consider more detailed models of the drive 
train components also for aeroelastic simulations in the time domain. It cannot yet be concluded 
whether this approach would be beneficial and which modelling details should be considered.  

It will be evaluated within the PROTEST project which model details should be included in such 
simulation codes and what kind of benefit those additional details will have in the design process of 
wind turbine components. 

For the calculation of the pitch system design loads, combined analytical and empirical models are 
currently used to transfer the global loads to loads at the pitch system. These models are a weak point 
in the design process especially for future large turbines with relatively flexible pitch bearings. The 
PROTEST project will analyse how these methods could be standardised. For calculating the design 
loads of the yaw system only rough models are currently used. Therefore, the PROTEST project 
should also analyse how the load is transferred from the rotor through the drive train and nacelle to the 
yaw system and a method should be formulated for this approach.  

For load measurements, performed to support the design process, and for certification various MLCs 
are defined in guidelines and standards, esp. IEC/TS 61400-13. At present measurement campaigns 
are used to validate the global design loads with measurement loads. Similar to the DLCs, it is not yet 
clear whether the provided MLCs are sufficient to validate the design loads of all the wind turbine 
components. Moreover, the guidelines and standards define the measurement campaign in detail, but 
no procedure is given about how to validate the global design loads with the measured loads. 
Furthermore, at present there are no guidelines or standards to define a measurement campaign for 
wind turbine components. Since no procedure is given for the validation of the global loads, this lack of 
information is even more relevant for the validation of component loads.  

Therefore, the PROTEST project intends to develop procedures for performing such a measurement 
campaign and for validating the loads, used for the component design, with the component 
measurement data. 

More attention should be given to setting up a formalism between OEM, end user and component 
manufacturer to exchange loadability data on populations of, for example, gearboxes and to perform 
proper root cause analyses (RCA's) per failure case. Every wind turbine operating in the field under 
"normal" conditions is a test bench. By defining a set of data which is available to the different parties, 
failure mechanisms, causes and influencing parameters can be detected consistently and faster and 
they can be taken into account in the design phase. 
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7. Outlook and Proposal for improved design, 
measurement and certification approaches 

7.1 General 
When looking at the future prospects for the design and development procedures for mechanical 
components, it is the expectation of the authors that it will follow a similar route as the design and 
development of rotor blades over the last 20 years. The design process for rotor blades (and also for 
the tower) is critical for safety: failures will lead to unsafe situations. Failures of other mechanical 
systems however are mainly critical for reliability: failures will lead to standstill and economic losses 
only. Therefore in the past, safety standards have been developed for wind turbines [28] together with 
technical specifications on how to carry out full scale blade testing [31] and prototype measurements 
[31] in order to minimise the number of blade failures.  

Recently, it has been recognised that not only safety is relevant for wind turbine engineering but also 
reliability. As an example, the safety standard IEC 61400-1 "Wind Turbine Generator Systems - Part 1: 
Safety Requirements" [33] was updated into a design standard entitled IEC 61400-1 "Wind Turbine 
Generator Systems - Part 1: Design Requirements" [27]. This standard clearly specifies which load 
cases should be considered and what input parameters should be chosen to determine the global 
design loads. The standard also gives guidance on what models for e.g. wind simulations should be 
used. The standard is less specific for the design of mechanical components. 

For the development of rotor blades, the design and development procedure is briefly as follows.  

1. Design calculations are being made to determine the ultimate and fatigue loads on these 
components and to assess the strength of the components. The blade response can be simulated 
rather accurately using beam models (although for larger blades there is still research on-going) 
Important blade properties for the wind turbine overall behaviour are identified first and are 
incorporated in the simulation tools. From Chapter 2 it is concluded that for mechanical 
components such an approach is not common practice. The dynamic properties of the individual 
components are hardly known a priori and can thus not be incorporated in the simulation tools. For 
rotor blades, the responses (mainly time series of loads and stresses) can be used to verify the 
strength at many spots in the blade. For mechanical components it is common practice that 
responses from simulation tools are handed over from the turbine designer to the component 
designer, but only for some interfaces. 

2. A test load spectrum, based on the responses of the simulation tools, is used for testing rotor 
blades full scale in a laboratory environment. If vulnerable spots show up, the blades will be 
improved accordingly. Furthermore, the laboratory tests are being used to assess the design 
properties like natural frequencies, mode shapes, etc. It is common practice to apply multi axial 
loads during the full scale tests at different positions along the blade length in order to approach 
the real situation as good as possible. For other mechanical components, such laboratory tests to 
verify the strength and determine mechanical properties are hardly being carried out. 

3. Prototype measurements are being carried out, among others to assess if the actual loads on the 
rotor blades are more benign than the design loads. Guidelines for doing such measurements are 
described in large detail in [31]. From Chapter 4 it is concluded that procedures for comparing the 
measured blade loads with the design loads are not clearly specified which weakens the role of 
measurements especially during the certification process of turbines and rotor blades. It was also 
concluded in Chapter 4 that measurement procedures for mechanical components are not 
available. 

4. It is also concluded in Chapter 4 that most manufacturers use the measurements for verifying the 
correctness of their design models and to determine the input parameters of their model. Clear 
procedures for doing this are not described and probably differ from designer to designer. Once 
the design models are verified and tuned they can be used for the design of the series production. 

This design and development process for rotor blades is schematically shown in Figure 7.1. The 
process for designing and developing other mechanical components is sketched in Figure 7.2. 
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Figure 7.1: Design and development process of rotor blades 
 
 

 
Figure 7.2: Design and development process of other mechanical components 

From safety point of view, it can be justified why the standards and technical specifications focus on 
assessing the strength of rotor blades and towers. It is the authors believe that if wind energy 
becomes a mature branch of industry, improving turbine reliability and thus the economics will become 
as important as safe operation. It is therefore likely that the design and development process of 
mechanical components will undergo a similar improvement route as the process for rotor blades. 

 

7.2 Improved design approach  
If the blade design is taken as a reference, and based on the findings of mainly Chapter 2, it is 
concluded that the design approach for mechanical components can be improved in the following 
ways. 

• The list of design load cases as presented in [27] has been developed to determine the global 
loads acting on the rotor and tower mainly. It should be assessed if the prescribed design load 
cases together with the additional load cases as specified for instance in [2], [7], [32] are also 
representative for the design of mechanical components like the drive train, pitch system, and yaw 
system. E.g. it is unclear of all design drivers for these components are covered by the load cases. 
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It is important to make an inventory of design drivers and possible failure modes at an early stage 
of the component design and to develop models which cover these design drivers. Once such an 
inventory is made it can be used to assess the adequacy of the list with design load cases. For the 
development of the list of load cases in [27], the design drivers fatigue and ultimate strength have 
been considered only. These design drivers apply to “load carrying components” mainly. For 
gearboxes, couplings, bearings, etc. other design drivers will be of relevance and probably require 
other models and load cases. 

• For rotor blades, it is common practice to derive dynamic properties for wind turbine simulation 
tools from detailed models (e.g. Finite Element Models). During the wind turbine modelling 
process, effort is put in making sure that properties like natural frequencies, material damping, and 
mode shapes are tuned to the actual values. Laboratory tests and even in-situ test may even 
support in obtaining the correct properties. In the design process for mechanical components, this 
is at present not common practice. It is foreseen however (and recommended) that more and 
more e.g. multi body simulations of mechanical components will be made to determine which 
degrees of freedom (and corresponding component properties) are needed to develop a simplified 
component model that can be implemented in the wind turbine simulation tools.  

 

7.3 Improved measurement procedures 
Currently, the measurement procedures for measuring loads in rotor blades are prescribed in the IEC 
TS 61400-13 [33] and includes strict guidelines for analysing and reporting the data. The use of the 
reported measurement results however is unclear in the entire design and development process. The 
“raw measurement data” however like time series and 10-minutes statistics, are being used by the 
turbine designers to verify the models.  

It is therefore recommended that measurement procedures will be developed for mechanical 
components too. As opposed to the guidelines in [33], more emphasis should be put on the use of the 
measured data in the design process. The guidelines should reflect much more the actual situation, 
meaning that the measured data are being used for model validation and quantifying the input 
parameters and component properties. If the measurement campaigns are going to be used for model 
validation, this implies that the details of the measurement campaign will become dependent on the 
design model: the more accurate and detailed the model, the more detailed the measurement 
campaign should be. 

Probably the measurement load cases as specified in [33] are not adequate for all mechanical 
components, but this needs to be assessed. The design load cases should cover those situations 
needed to verify the model and to quantify the component properties. If, for instance, the design driver 
of a mechanical component is a specific ultimate load caused by a single load case, it is not necessary 
to measure all fatigue load cases. 

Moreover, the measurement procedures (among others, the measurement frequencies and signals) as 
specified in [33], need to be reconsidered. Probably, most of the mechanical components will have 
different properties which require different signals, different sensors, different measurement 
frequencies, and different processing techniques. 

Finally, measurements can be used for quantifying loads and responses in those situations where the 
models are not reliable. During such measurements, phenomena may show up which have not been 
considered at all during the design and which may give reason to modify and improve the design 
models. 

The authors foresee that the improved measurement procedures will include recommendations how to 
develop a suitable measurement campaign for a certain mechanical component, rather than 
prescribing in large detail how to carry out the measurements exactly. The development of this 
procedure is of course the main challenge of this PROTEST project. 

 

7.4 Improvement of standards and certification 
In addition to the current guidelines, risk-based guidelines will come up in the long term. The failure 
probability of each component will be defined based on the components significance for the entire 
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wind turbine system. In those guidelines the topics redundancy and maintainability will come to the 
fore. For example, subcomponents that can be maintained and replaced easily and are redundant in 
the overall system will be dimensioned on a lower level than main components that are critical for the 
safety and economic efficiency of the wind turbine.  

Design methods that are developed specifically for the wind turbine industry and globally accepted will 
be used and described by future guidelines and standards. New standards and guidelines will 
differentiate in the size of the wind turbines for the design and certification process. The standards and 
guidelines will also define different design criteria for onshore and offshore wind turbines. 

Material properties will be determined based on tests more often. Strain based S-N curves will be used 
for future common fatigue calculations. Furthermore, methods for fatigue calculations that consider the 
plane state of stress will be used. 

The future certification process will focus more on supervising the quality of the manufacturing 
process. 

 

7.5 Improvement of data exchange 
After validation of the prototype turbine it is necessary that a certain minimum of data flow from wind 
farm owner to wind turbine manufacturer to component (for example gearbox) manufacturer. This is 
lacking at this moment. Setting up such a data exchange would allow for optimizing service strategies 
and improving designs more rapidly and consistently since fundamental lessons can be learned from 
field failures if load data for the specific failures are available (for example: loadability of components 
can be derived from field failures). Also time to failure (MBTF) and time to repair (MTTR) can be linked 
to certain operating conditions and for specific root causes. Doing so, optimal service strategies can 
be derived and implemented to optimize wind turbine availability and minimize service costs. Such 
approach require a clear and consistent exchange of load data from end-user via wind turbine 
manufacturer to component manufacturer and a similar feedback on failure analysis from the 
component manufacturing side to the wind farm owner. Such approaches are currently standard in 
other applications like for example automotive where component manufacturers (for example 
suspension manufacturers) work in close collaboration with car manufacturers by exchanging high 
quality data to optimize the products. 
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Appendix A 

Evaluation of component failures and associated O&M costs  

A 1: Wind turbine technical availability 
To compare the quality of wind turbines, they are usually rated using the technical availability. 
Technical availability represents the percentage of time a turbine is technically available. This means 
that the turbine is either in production mode or in idling mode because of lack of wind or to strong 
wind. If a turbine is not technically available it is in downtime caused by shutdown or breakdown. 
Shutdown time covers the time a turbine is down not because of malfunction but because of 
maintenance work. Breakdown time is usually caused by faulty or damaged wind turbine components 
and is therefore related to the wind turbine technology. The downtime can be given in hours or as a 
percentage. In addition, auxiliary downtime occurs which is not directly caused by the turbine’s 
condition, e.g. grid loss, auxiliary works and visit, etc. If the downtime and auxiliary time in percent is 
subtracted from 100% the result one gets is the technical availability. The technical availability is in 
particular relevant to evaluate the energy yield of wind turbines and gives an indication about the 
turbine economics. 

Nevertheless the technical availability does not give any information about the reliability of the 
components that are installed in a wind turbine. When discussing components it is important to 
understand that there is no direct relation between breakdown time and resulting costs. If a turbine 
breakdown is caused by a gearbox failure that needs an exchange of the entire gearbox there are 
much higher costs than a breakdown caused by a failure of an electrical component, even if the 
breakdown time is just as long for both failures. More information about failure rates of main 
components and the costs associated with those failures can be found in sections A3 and A4 
respectively. 

Looking at the wind turbine as an entire system, one can see that the average technical availability for 
wind turbines in Europe is high, around 98% [23]. This means that wind turbines are down because of 
shutdown or breakdown for only about one week each year. This includes all installed turbines, 
starting from 20 year old stall controlled turbines with a rated power of less than 150 kW up to the 
actual pitch controlled turbines with more than 90m rotor diameter and more than 2MW rated power. 

 
year of evaluation 

 
shutdown time 

[%] 
breakdown time 

[%] 
technical availability 

[%] 
1993 0,15 1,47 98,4 
1994 0,17 0,88 99 
1995 0,3 0,51 99,2 
1996 0,29 0,38 99,3 
1997 0,03 0,68 99,2 
1998 0,17 0,94 98,9 
1999 0,35 0,96 98,7 
2000 0,36 1,21 98,4 
2001 0,3 0,88 98,8 
2002 0,51 1,35 98,1 
2003 0,31 0,91 98,8 
2004 0,38 1,05 98,6 
2005 0,35 1,06 98,6 
2006 0,35 1,02 98,6 
2007 0,29 1,55 98,2 

Table A-1: Down time and technical availability over 15 years [63] 
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To classify the actual wind turbine availability, Table 6.1 shows the trend of the shutdown time, 
breakdown time and the technical availability over the last 15 years. The data relies on analyses that 
are performed for Schleswig-Holstein in Germany [63]. 

The most interesting information can be found in the column “breakdown time”. While the shutdown 
time was decreasing, the breakdown time was increasing in 2007 compared to the years before. This 
results in a more or less constant technical availability. It seems that the wind turbine technology is 
becoming less reliable.  

To understand the reasons for this trend, Table 6.2 should be considered. Modern turbines are much 
larger than older turbines are. In Table 6.2 the downtimes and the technical availability are shown over 
rated power for the year 2007. The table shows that the fast growth in rated power of newer turbines 
could be the reason for the higher breakdown time that came up in the last years.  

 
Rated power 

[kW] 
shutdown time 

[%] 
breakdown time 

[%] 
technical availability 

[%] 
0 - 150 kW 0,07 0,58 99,3 

151 - 300 kW 0,24 0,75 99 
301 - 750 kW 0,28 0,99 98,7 

more than 750 kW 0,42 3,08 96,5 
 
Table A-2: Down time and technical availability over rated power for 2007 [63] 

Table A-2 shows that the breakdown time is much more important for large turbines than for smaller 
ones. Especially the modern turbines with more than 750kW do not reach a technical availability as 
the averaged 98%. It is also shown that the decreased technical availability is caused by, on the one 
hand side, on an increasing shutdown time, but even more important on an increase in breakdown 
time. This indicates that also the failure rate of large turbines could be higher than for smaller turbines.  

 
 

Figure A.1: Failure rates of wind turbines categorized by rated power [24] 

Table A-1 shows failure rates of wind turbines not only depending on their operational age, but also 
depending on the rated power. In general it can be seen that the failure rates for the turbines with a 
rated power of about less than 1MW are decreasing with time. In the first year there is a short period 
of a larger number of early failures that is followed by a longer period of fewer random failures. But for 
the annual failure rate of larger turbines belonging to the mega-watt class this is not the case. Those 
turbines entered the market in a significant number about 8 years ago and have a long period of a 
high failure rate that has not yet become stable. This clearly shows that there is a need of increasing 
the reliability of wind turbines in the MW class. 
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rated  
power 
[MW] 

number of 
considered 
 turbines 

averaged
age 

[month] 
shutdown
time [%] 

breakdown
time [%] 

downtime 
[%] 

technical 
availability 

[%] 
 

Nordex 
N52/54 1 6 131 0,22 9,16 9,37 90,63   

AN Bonus 
1 MW/54 1 7 98 0,57 3,05 3,62 96,38   

AN-Bonus 
1,3MW/62 1,3 6 92 0,51 1,03 1,55 98,45   

Südwind 
S70 1,5 3 76 0,31 6,61 6,92 93,08   

GE / TW 
1,5s 1,5 3 92 0,20 3,01 3,21 96,79   

Vestas 
V66/1,65 1,65 10 83 0,43 4,06 4,49 95,51   

Vestas 
V80/2,0 2 5 60 0,00 4,21 4,21 95,79   

Enercon  
E66/18.70 1,8 15 64 0,63 0,11 0,74 99,26 direct

drive

average 1,51 55 84 0,43 3,18 3,61 96,39   

average 
(w/o  

direct drive) 
1,41 40 91 0,36 4,33 4,68 95,32   

Table A-3: Technical availability of various wind turbines [63] 

Since different wind turbine manufactures rely on different drive train and control concepts and have 
different design philosophies, it is interesting to know, if there are major differences in the technical 
availability between the manufactures. Table A-3 shows the technical availability of various wind 
turbines. All listed turbines have a rated power between one and two mega-watts with an average of 
1,5MW. It is also mentioned how many turbines were considered for the analysis and how old these 
turbines are in average. Since the data for some types of turbines only rely on 3 turbines it is obvious 
that this data has to be treated with care.  

The table shows that most of the mentioned turbines have a technical availability of less than 97%. 
One exception can be found at the Enercon E66. This turbine has a much higher availability of about 
99,26%. This turbine uses a direct drive concept which is totally different to the concept used for the 
other turbines. 

It can be concluded that there is a need in improvement of wind turbine reliability to achieve a higher 
availability, although a present average availability of about 98% is high. However, especially large 
turbines of the mega-watt class often have a failure rate that is not acceptable. As future plans are 
concentrating on offshore use of mega-watt wind turbines, a major loss of availability has to be 
expected that is caused by a poor accessibility. 
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A 2: Field performance and wind turbine inspection 
Maintenance and repair concepts 
The technical availability of wind turbines is not only affected by the reliability of the wind turbine 
components but also on wind turbine inspection and service. Different concepts for maintenance and 
repair can be found for different wind turbines components. 

Break-down-strategy: Only the legally prescribed inspections are performed. The components are 
usually used for their entire lifetime. After the component has failed, it is replaced as necessary.  

Time-base maintenance: Maintenance is performed in fixed time cycles. For each component a 
theoretical lifetime is defined. If the predefined lifetime has expired, the component is replaced, without 
considering the real deterioration of the component. 

Condition-based maintenance: The condition of the component for maintenance purposes is taken into 
account; a component replacement or maintenance is only done when a component failure has to be 
expected. This concept is only applicable for components that are equipped with a condition 
monitoring system. 

Reliability centred maintenance: An additional consideration of other target values like costs and the 
technical availability of the entire wind turbine are taken into account for the predefinition of the 
maintenance cycles. 

Risk-based maintenance: Additional consideration of the risk of the component failure for other parts 
of the turbine and economic penalty due to downtime. 

Most of the wind turbines use the concept of time-based maintenance rates for the majority of the 
components, but at present more and more condition based maintenance is introduced for main 
components like the gearbox e.g. of larger turbines. Also the use of reliability centred maintenance for 
wind turbines is currently under investigation. 

The motivation for wind turbine inspection and maintenance is to maximise the technical availability, 
durability, and therefore the resulting economical efficiency. In detail, the focus is on the following 
tasks: 

• A failure-free and optimal operation. 

• Occurring failures are corrected immediately. 

• A fast and systematically detection of parts which need to be replaced or repaired. 

• Preventive maintenance to avoid breakdown or damage. 

• Replacement of wear parts. 

• Execution of required repairs. 

Wind turbines are visited at regular intervals, usually semi-annually, for inspection and maintenance. 
The actual state of the wind turbine is determined, compared to the target state and evaluated. Based 
on the results from evaluation, the consequences have to be drawn, such as repair, exchange, etc. 
Therefore, also the data gained from operating surveillance systems, such as supervisory control and 
data acquisition (SCADA), and from online condition monitoring systems (CMS), if available. 

Instructions and recommendations for inspection and maintenance are specified by the wind turbine 
manufacturer in the specification sheet.  

The most important issues for inspection and maintenance are: 

• Check of all wind turbine components including the tower. 

• Check of all screw moments and retightening as specified in the specification sheet. 

• Check of oil-levels and refilling of oil. 

• Analyses of a gearbox lubricant sample. 

• Oil change 
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• Grease of the relevant components. 

• Check and adjustment of the brakes. 

• Check and adjustment of the entire drive train, especially the alignment oft the generator. 

• Documentation of the actual state of the turbine and its evaluation, as well as the performed 
maintenance and repair tasks. 

 
SCADA - Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 
At present the majority of modern wind turbines are connected to SCADA systems. The SCADA 
system is used for remote supervision of wind turbines. All relevant turbine data can be observed and 
visualised. This enables the turbine operator to get data about the plan for service and maintenance 
from afar and information about turbine failures can be processed.  

 
Condition Monitoring 
Condition monitoring systems (CMS) can be used to continually detect any change of the condition of 
machinery components that may lead to a premature failure of the component. The benefit of a CMS 
is an early detection of damage of the monitored components, which also leads to a prevention of 
secondary damage. Another point is that the damages can be classified by evaluation of frequencies 
typical of certain components. Therefore the maintenance downtimes can be scheduled and in the 
optimal case also reduced. The CMS also allows a condition-oriented maintenance.  

The CMS therefore results in a reduction of unplanned downtimes and in an increase in technical 
availability, as well as in a reduction of maintenance costs.  

The use of condition monitoring systems is not profitable for all components. If a turbine is equipped 
with a CMS, at present mainly the following components are often monitored: 

• Main bearing 

• Main gearbox 

• Generator 

• Nacelle with tower 
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A 3: Failure rates of main components 
In section A1 the technical availability was introduced and it was stated that this availability is limited 
mainly because of wind turbine failures. But it was also declared that the technical availability does not 
give any hints on the reliability of the wind turbine components because there is no direct relation 
between breakdown time and resulting costs. 

A very good overview about availability of wind turbine components is given by the Royal Institute of 
Technology (KTH) Stockholm [49] in a survey of failures in wind turbines during 1997 - 2005. This 
reference presents results from an investigation of failure statistics from sources from Sweden, Finland 
and Germany. 

 

 
 
Figure A.2: Distribution of numbers of failures [49] 

Figure A.2 shows the percentage distribution of failures that occurred during the years 2000 - 2004. 
First of all one can see that most failures are linked to the electrical system followed by sensors, and 
blade / pitch components. The larger main components e.g. gearbox and generator have a minor 
percentage on the failures.  

However, Figure A.2 does not give hints about the importance of the component failures. Therefore, 
information about the breakdown time that is caused by each component failure is needed. This kind 
of information is included in Figure A.4. One can see that especially the components that have a larger 
failure rate, like the electric system, do cause smaller down times for each failure. In contrast, the main 
components that have a smaller amount of failures like the gearbox, or especially the drive train do 
cause a long wind turbine downtime for each failure. The different downtimes are on the one hand 
caused by the needed repair effort for the components but also caused by availability of replacement 
parts and the capacity of personnel. 

Gearbox 
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Figure A.3: Average downtime in case of component damage [49]  

Comparing the failure rates of the components, see Figure A.2, with the average downtime per case of 
damage, see Figure A.3, the reliability of the wind turbine components can be evaluated in another 
way. Therefore Figure A.4 shows the distribution of downtime per component failure for the years 
2000 - 2004. One can see that the gearbox that have a minor percentage of failures, do cause the 
longest wind turbine downtime, closely followed by the control system and the electric system. 
Furthermore it becomes obvious that also failures of components that are focused by the PROTEST 
project, e.g. the gearbox and also the yaw system cause large downtime, although it was mentioned 
earlier that they have a minor percentage of failures.  

  
 

Figure A.4: Percentage of downtime per component in Sweden (2000-2004) [49] 

Gearbox 
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However, a final rating about the most severe component failures can be concluded not until the costs 
that are caused by the different component failures are evaluated. (see section A4) Nevertheless, for a 
typical wind turbine 20% of the downtime is due to gearbox failures and an average gearbox failure 
takes about 256h to repair. Since the gearbox causes the largest downtime of wind turbines in Europe, 
a closer look at this component is meaningful.  

 

 
Table A-4: Overview of data for gearbox failures in Sweden from 1997 to 2004 [49] 
 

Table A-4 gives an overview about the gearbox failures in Sweden between 1997 and 2004. As well 
the total number of failures and the total downtime of the turbine caused by these failures are given. 
This data is used to present the average downtime per gearbox failure. The most interesting data is 
shown giving the turbine downtime caused by gearbox failures as a percentage of total turbine 
downtime.  

One can see that during the years the total number of gearbox failures is decreasing, while the 
average downtime per failure is clearly increasing. Combining these statements, it is shown that the 
percentage of turbine downtime that is caused by gearboxes is increasing in the referenced period of 
time. This trend shows that the gearbox will remain the most critical component for the next time and 
that it should be focussed when talking about increasing the wind turbine technical availability. 

 

 
Table A-5: Type of gearbox failure [49] 

Table A-5 shows the gearbox subcomponents that cause the majority of the gearbox failures. Each 
type of failure has a specific code assigned to it on the report form that is used to collect the data. The 
letter “I” identifies the gearbox and the subsequent number is the code for the gearbox substructure 
that caused the failure. The last two columns show category “B1-failures” which means failures caused 
by wear. 

Table A-5 clearly shows that most of the gearbox failures are caused by gearbox bearings and that the 
damage of the bearings is mostly caused by wear. Also the highest downtime is caused by failures of 
the gearbox bearings. As another fact one can see that the downtimes due to failures caused by wear 
are higher that downtimes caused by other failures.  
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A 4: O&M costs and loss of production associated with failure of 
main components 
In the last sections the relevance for component failures was evaluated by means of its influence on 
the technical availability of the entire wind turbine. The technical availability has a major influence on 
the costs that are caused by component failures, but there is no direct relation between technical 
availability and overall costs that are caused by component failures. Therefore different kinds of costs 
have to be considered. 

The averaged costs that are caused by the loss of production are directly linked to the technical 
availability. If a wind turbine has a technical availability of 98%, this means the turbine can only earn 
98% of the optimum energy yield. A technical availability that differs for 1% affects the energy yield 
and the related revenues for more than 1%, since downtime is over proportionally correlated with high 
wind speed conditions. This means, a reduced technical availability often leads to inferior economics. 

The technical availability is on the one hand related to the reliability of the wind turbine components 
but also on the availability of the component replacements and service teams. A large number of 
service teams and component replacements, kept available for unforeseen repairs, lead to a higher 
availability of the turbines, but this also leads to additional costs. 

Another type of costs is based on the costs for component replacements. Depending on the failing 
component and the kind of fault, this kind of cost can be only a small part of the overall costs, but it 
can also be a major cost factor. 

 
transformator

5,1%

bedplate
5,8%

yaw system
1,4%

generator/converter
9,5%

gearbox
14,5%

main shaft
2,1%

brake
1,5%

tower
29,4%

hub
2,9%

pitch system
3,0%

rotor blades
24,9%

 
 

Figure A.5: Relative component costs for a state-of-the-art wind turbine with rated power of 
about 2MW 

Figure A.5 gives an overview about the relative distribution of component cost of a typical wind turbine 
with a rated power of about 2MW. The figure gives an idea about the replacement costs for different 
components. A major failure of the gearbox that causes a need for a replacement of the entire 
gearbox leads to replacement costs of about 14,5% of the entire wind turbine. The other costs caused 
by loss of production or personnel for the replacement, as well as needed craned are not even 
included.  
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A 5: Prospects for improvement of profitability for manufacturers 
and operators 
It can be concluded that the most important factor for the economics of wind turbines is the technical 
availability. On the one hand the technical availability can be kept high using an effective maintenance 
and inspection approach. Therefore it should be thought about the application of modern strategies, 
such as condition-based also reliability centred maintenance. Therefore the use of condition 
monitoring systems can also be very effective. 

But on the other hand the technical availability is dependent on the wind turbine components. Since 
the durability of the components also affect the maintenance and repair costs, it is even more 
important to optimise the components in relation of their durability. The component that causes the 
largest reduction of operating efficiency has been identified as the gearbox, followed by the electrical 
and the control systems. The focus of further developments should be on these components. 

Since the trend to the implementation of individual pitch control systems can be seen for future wind 
turbines, an increase in the loading of pitch systems can be expected. Therefore the consideration of 
the pitch actuator system in the future development becomes even more relevant. 
 


